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The purpose of this journal is “to promote a climate of respect,
understanding and sharing between Jewish and Christian communities;
not only for the exercise of love and appreciation of the other,
but also for the discovery of truths and values which
surpass the genius of both traditions.”
This is the hope dreamed in the name of our journal,
SHABBAT SHALOM: hope of reconciliation, hope of SHALOM,
inspired and nurtured through a common reflection anchored
in the experience of the SHABBAT.
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Editorial

Opposed on Sex
Jacques B. Doukhan, D.H.L., Th.D.

O

n sex, Jews and
Christians
differ.
Unlike Christianity
that has traditionally valued
celibacy and often despised sexual
relations, Judaism in the wake of
Hebrew tradition has given to sexual relations a central place in life
and thought. This dramatic difference is one of the most significant
symptoms of the Jewish- Christian
polarization. While Christians
liked to emphasize spiritual salvation that delivers from the physical, “evil” creation, Jews have
always affirmed the beauty and the
value of this creation. While
Christianity wished to condemn
sexual relations and recommended
abstinence, Jews have praised sexual relations and even commanded

them as a category of Torah.
Furthermore, on the margins of
these two opposite traditions came
a third one that opposed both of
them: the secular view that neither
praises nor despises nor legislates
sexual relations. Sex is lived there
as an “animal fun performance”
where the spirit plays no part.
For this special issue of Shabbat
Shalom, we have called the council
of Jewish and Christian sex
experts, but also the thoughtful
contribution of the biblical theologian who has explored the Bible,
the source of our Jewish-Christian
civilization. Who knows? From
this consultation we as sex-subjects
may learn one thing or two and
discover that the truth is elsewhere.
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Interview

Rabbi Shmuley Boteach

S
Rabbi Shmuley Boteach is host of
“Dear Shmuley,” a nationally syndicated
daily radio show on the Talk America
Radio network. He is one of the country’s
most sought–after guests on radio and
television talk show circuits and has
appeared on nearly every American talk
and news program. He has authored fourteen books, including the international
best-sellers Kosher Sex and Dating
Secrets of the Ten Commandments,
and most recently Kosher Adultery.
Shmuley served as Rabbi for eleven
years in Oxford (1988-1999), founding
the Oxford University L’Chaim Society,
an organization of Oxford students that
became the second– largest student organization in Oxford’s history. He publicly
deliberated with Mikhail Gorbachev,
Shimon Peres, Benjamin Netanyahu, Elie
Wiesel, Michael Jackson, Boy George,
Simon Wiesenthal, and Prof. Stephen
Hawking, and engaged in debates against
such formidable opponents as Prof.
Richard Dawkins, Deepak Chopra, the
Rules Girls, and Larry Flynt.
In 1999, Rabbi Shmuley was the
first–ever non-Christian to win the most
prestigious London Times Preacher of the
Year Competition. Rabbi Shmuley lives in
New Jersey with his Australian wife
Debbie and their seven young children.
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habbat
Shalom*:
What is sexuality? How
would you define this
term that is so often used
in our culture nowadays?
Shmuley Boteach: First of all, I
don’t claim to be an expert in anything. I am just trying to figure out
things I learned in life. Okay, if you
mean what I see as the purpose of
sexuality, I think that it has never
been summarized better than in
the Bible in Genesis chapter 2:
“Therefore a man shall leave his
father and his mother and shall
cling to his wife, and they shall
become one flesh.” So the purpose
of sexuality is that two strangers
come together to be bone of one
bone and flesh of one flesh. Clearly
those who see the purpose of sexuality as having primarily a procreating function are misguided. The
proof is that the human female is
the only mammal on the planet
that enjoys sex even when pregnant, clearly showing that there is a
pleasurable side and a procreative
side. Women don’t go into heat.
They are sexually active all year
round, unlike females in the animal world. The disproportion of
the large size of the human male
sexual appendage facilitates face-

to-face sexual relations, thereby
demonstrating an intimacy component that is unknown in the animal
world where almost all population
have sex back-to-front. Human
females are the only organisms on
the planet that have breasts
throughout their lives, meaning

Judaism celebrates and
hallows, sanctifies and
consecrates sexuality
unlike the other religious
traditions that are fearful of sexuality
they have attractive features on the
front of their body that draw a man
to their face, whereas in the animal
world it’s the rump that is attractive. And there are many other reasons.
Shabbat Shalom: Are you then
saying that the purpose of sex is
procreation and pleasure?
Boteach: No, the purpose of sex
is two strangers together to be bone
of one bone and flesh of one flesh.
Sex is the motion that brings forth
the emotion. Of course, there is a
pleasurable dimension that is supposed to unite two souls together in
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joy, celebration, and delight.
Shabbat Shalom: What then
would be your definition of sexuality? What is sexuality?
Boteach: It is the capacity for
human beings to be intimate with
one another, the capacity to shed
all public inhibition and unclothe
themselves, not just literally but
especially metaphorically, the
capacity of human beings to expose
their soft underbellies to each other
and to unite in intimacy, with
emotional pleasure and joy. That is
what sexuality is to me: the capacity to feel completely alive, unlike
any other human experience, the
capacity to have our blood boil,
our emotions tingle, and cling to
the rafters of the ceiling and fly to
the moon and back. Sexuality is the
capacity to feel alive. I move away
from the strictly evolutionary-biological reductionist definition
where sexuality is merely a form of
procreation. It’s something far
more than that. Because if that is
all that sexuality is, we would need
nothing more than a process of
insemination as it takes place in the
animal world. However, the fact
that in addition to the things I
mentioned before there is
courtship, romance, lifelong partnership—all unknown in the animal—proves that there is a higher
purpose of human sexuality.
Shabbat Shalom: Is your definition then shaped by your Jewish
understanding of sexuality? At
least you started your definition
by referring to the Hebrew Bible.
What is, in your view, the specific
Jewish perspective on sexuality?
And what is particular to it in
comparison to other perspectives?
Boteach: I think Judaism celebrates and hallows, sanctifies and
consecrates sexuality unlike the
other religious traditions that are
fearful of sexuality—they feel it’s a
fire that burns out of control, that
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makes people go into directions
they do not want, it’s anti-cerebral,
anti-intellectual, it’s too carnal, too
physical. Judaism believes that the
body is holier than the soul.
Evidence of that is the fact that we
are allowed to desecrate the

Religious people in general, not just Jewish,
have a better sex life
than secular people.
Sabbath in order to save the body.
And there are many other prohibitions in order to maintain our
health. It’s the body that is truly
holy. It’s God’s physical world
where the greatness of God crystallizes, as opposed to the spiritual
world where there is no presentation of any concretization or manifestation of real godliness. The
belief that the physical can be holier than the spiritual facilitated the
Jewish approach that sexuality is
actually not just something to be
tolerated, not just something to
produce children, but actually
something that is holy. That is why
for many Jews love is associated
with sexuality because it is supposed to nurture and to protect
that holiness. I think that would be
the main difference. In virtually
every religious tradition we see an
attempt to delegitimize sexuality,
often to demonize it. In
Catholicism the holiest people cannot marry at all—they are so-tospeak asexual. In Hinduism sexuality has only a procreative function.
Interestingly, even for evolutionary
biologists sexuality is actually only
a kind of canard that the body
plays on us in order to propagate
the species. It has no intrinsic purpose. It is only there as a means to
an end. It’s there to produce offspring. All of this is a deligitimization of sexuality, which is why I

think that sexuality is so abused in
our days. We don’t see it as something holy. We see it as almost a
hormonal build-up. In fact, most
people do not even really engage
in a sexual relation, they engage in
sexual ventilation. They rid themselves of an urge that builds up.
Shabbat Shalom: Does that
mean since sexuality is an intentionally created part by God that
it has to be viewed holistically
and that it functions not only on
the physical level but also on the
spiritual level?
Boteach: Correct.
Shabbat Shalom: How important then is sexuality to Jewish
life and thinking? How important was sexuality to Hebrew
thinking in the Hebrew Bible?
Boteach: For scientists, sexuality is only important for the propagation of the species but it’s not
important to the individual. We
believe the opposite: sexuality is
much more important to the individual. You can inseminate anyone, big deal. We are talking about
creating relationships. The very
first thing that God labels as bad
in the Bible is “It is not good for
man to be alone.” The only way
we can ever assuage that loneliness
is not just to be around with the
people in the Yankee stadium, not
just to be part of a community or
even have friendships. It’s specifically the intimate side. It’s a part of
us which connects to people
specifically in a sexual arena that is
so powerful that it really has the
capacity to make us feel like we are
one in the morning after as close
as we felt the night before. That is
something that conversation and
communication can never attain.
So sex is very important. When
the sexual life of husband and wife
is functionally terminated, then
we witness the functional termination of the marriage, and they
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revert to mere friendship. The relationship is gone from the intense to
the casual. That’s why people are
never satiated with friendship.
They always want an intimate relationship, because they still feel
lonely among their friends. But in a
healthy marriage, where the emotional, physical, psychological
needs are catered to, loneliness is
addressed and assuaged. So why do
I say that the sexual is more important than the emotional or psychological? The reason why the sexual
is so much more important is that
it can actually lead to the emotional and psychological. When people
feel desirable to their spouse, when
they have a healthy sex life, they
feel alive. What happens is that the
sexual nurtures and brings back to
health the other dimensions of the
human personality. But when you
don’t feel alive, when your marriage
is reduced to the great thrill of the
week that is going to a movie
together, then all of the life forces
are externalized. You need external
components in order to nurture the
relationship.
Shabbat Shalom: This reminds,
of course, of the thoughts you
have shared in your bestseller
Kosher Sex. And now you have
elaborated on one aspect in more
detail in your new book Kosher
Adultery [see the “Recent Books”
section]. By these two books you
have brought your understanding
of sexuality not only to a Jewish
community but indeed to a much
larger public audience. So what
specifically would you like today’s
Jews and the larger community to
learn about the Jewish perspective
on sexuality as you outlined it?
Boteach: Well, we are a generation that seems to be confounded
by human sexuality, That’s why it is
so apparitional. On the one hand,
sex is reduced to pornography,
which is shallow and also boring,
6 SHABBAT SHALOM / Spring 2002
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because pornography is not erotic.
On the other hand . . . let’s just
look at the different permutations
of human sexuality. The press treats
it in a pornographic way and uses it
to sell merchandise. It’s a marketing tool. Scientists, as I said earlier,
see it only as having a procreating
function, but not an intrinsic function. Marriages seem to be dying
sexually, with the average American
couple having sex once a week
according to a survey in February
2001 by American Demographics.
For singles, it’s a goal to be
reached—a guy takes out a girl and
abuses her; so there is an agenda.
Are any of those things healthy? Of
course not. And the primary function of sexuality, cementing husband and wife together, is not happening. Just look at the sixty-percent divorce rate in the United
States. So the main thing people
can learn from the Jewish perspective on sexuality is primarily—as I
have encapsulated in my book
Kosher Sex, and even in Kosher
Adultery—that sex has the unique
capacity to end the conundrum of

Biblical religion regards
sex as the highest form
of knowledge.
a marriage, that is, how do you
become lovers and best friends at
the same time when one cancels
the other out. It’s a catch twentytwo. To have a passionate love life is
about novelty, surprise, curiosity.
But to have friendship is the exact
opposite. Friendship is based on
routine; it’s about trust, sharing,
going through the same motions
with the same person, to build
comradery and companionship.
How do fire and water coexist?
How do friendship and loverhood
coexist? Sex is that unique bridge.
Sex is a passionate motion that

brings forth intimate emotions.
Once we have a much deeper
understanding of sexuality and
restore it to its proper role and relationship, we can get the best out of
our relation. On the one hand, we
want to feel alive. On the other
hand, we want to feel understood.
We want to feel exhilarated, but we
also want to feel never alone.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you think
if a person is religious, or even a
Jew, there will not only be a different perception of sexuality but
also a different quality of the experience of sexuality?
Boteach: First of all, all studies
show that religious people in general, not just Jewish, have a better
sex life than secular people. And
that makes sense. Because they are
less experienced before marriage,
which means that they are less
judgmental of their spouse’s bodies.
The fact that they are naive about
sex makes it more erotic and titillating. So they do not feel sexually
burned out the way a lot of couples
do. You ask me specifically whether
I think that religious people have a
better perspective of sex?
Shabbat Shalom: Yes.
Boteach: Oh—the answer is yes.
Religious people see it as the soul
of the relationship, as an integral
part, the defining characteristic of
their intimacy, whereas in the secular society sex is being seen as a way
of having fun. Real intimacy is
communication, real intimacy is a
romantic dinner. That is why we
no longer even say “making love”;
we use the phrase “having sex.”
Clearly, we do not longer see sex as
making love; it’s having sex.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you see
sexuality related conceptually to
religion?
Boteach: Certainly. Kabbalistically, it is. The Kabbalah strongly
employs sexual metaphors to speak
about the unity of God and His
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world. Sexuality among humanity
is seen as a devolution of what we
call in the Kabbalah “the higher
celestial unions.” Also, sex in the
Bible has only one word. The only
word for sex in Hebrew is “knowledge,” e.g. “and Adam came to
know his wife Eve.” Clearly biblical
religion regards sex as the highest
form of knowledge. It’s where a
man and a woman shed all their
pretension, all their inhibition, and
all their projection, and they just
are. Instead of doing, they function
in the mode of being. So, yes, there
is definitely an integral link
between religion and sexuality,
because religion as in Judaism perceives the sacred nature of human
sexuality.
Shabbat Shalom: “Knowledge,”
respectively “to know,” is a key
term when the Hebrew Bible talks
about sexuality. Another key term
seems to be zera‘, “seed.” Why is
the seed so important in Jewish
tradition?
Boteach: As I said, Judaism does
not see the principal purpose of
human sexuality as procreation. Of
course, there can be no doubt
about it that it is a procreative act.
But its procreative function is not
the primary focus. The unique
human capacity to create life is the
one in which we are most closely
associated to God. When the Bible
speaks about the seed, its holy character, its holy aspect, and how it
can be abused, it’s clear that the
seed is a part of us that is demonstratively godly.
Shabbat Shalom: If God has
given sex as a part of our creation
as human beings, is it then possible that through sexuality we can
attain knowledge about God?
Boteach: According to the
Kabbalah the answer is yes. But I
am very hesitant about answering
that question in the affirmative.
How many cults have degenerated
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into some sort of sexual orgastic
religious experience, which is really
just an excuse to have sex and to
behave in an immoral fashion and
give it a religious sugar-coating. On
the contrary, sex in a sacred and
holy way is an act of love when a

The unique human
capacity to create life is
the one in which we are
most closely associated to
God.
man and a woman enjoy the pleasures of human sexuality and are
totally focused on each other.
Then, we believe, there is a sacred
component of sex. Yes, there is a
Jewish tradition that regards sex as
an analogy of the kind of joy and
pleasure of a man or woman truly
understanding God and uniting
with God. However, not to repeat
myself, that understanding can be

The final characteristic
of most relationships is
loneliness.
dangerously
distorted
and
employed as an excuse to engage in
immoral cultic sexual deviances
that are practiced today by many
sexual cults.
Shabbat Shalom: I am specifically interested in the spiritual quality about sexuality. Are there any
lessons we can learn about God
through His gift of sexuality?
Boteach: Sexual intercourse is
one of the great metaphors of the
Kabbalah. Even in the Bible, the
Song of Solomon is a long erotic
love poem about the erotic love of a
man and a woman that is set to be
a metaphor for the love of God in
Israel. So clearly yes, the intensity
of sexual desire can be transposed

so that we can understand how the
soul can answer God and God’s
relationship to the Jewish people—
He is set to be the Husband, the
Jews are set to be the wife. So sexual imagery is fundamental to an
understanding of God in the Jewish
mythical experience and in the
Song of Solomon.
Shabbat Shalom: In your two
books which we mentioned
before, you address particularly
the sexual relationship between
spouses. How should a couple
educate their children on sexuality
in our permissive society? How
should they teach them to create a
healthy understanding of sexuality?
Boteach: Well, from the earliest
age you don’t teach them. You shelter them from it. I am not an advocate of sex education for preteens. I
think that is awful. The more you
talk about it the more you fuel their
curiosity about sex. As with our
children—my oldest daughter is
thirteen—we shield them from all
things sexual, as should be done
with children. Because that’s what
they are: they are children. We all
seem to believe that kids cease
being children at age eight or nine,
which is just a modern aberration.
We do not allow children to be
children. Beginning at fifteen or
sixteen, as they are exposed to these
things, it is very difficult to shelter
kids these days. I would give them
this perspective, that the purpose of
human sexuality could be the fundamental adhesive which connects
you to the person that you love and
allows you to know them in the
most intimate, deepest, and most
profound way possible. And therefore its potency should never be
diluted. And that it is something
uniquely—not just a gift—it’s a
uniquely potent device to get to
know someone beyond their public
and artificial layers, to really—
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viewing the human being as an
onion—to really peel away the layers to get to know the essence. It’s
only in the sexual act that we can
have such a kind of knowledge.
Therefore when we make sex something artificial and part of our layers we rob ourselves of the capacity
to know people intimately and we
end up being alone in our relationships.
And that’s what I would say is
the governing characteristic of
modern human relationship—not
just confusion, shall I marry, shall I
not marry, shall I stay in a relationship, shall I get out?—I say that the
final characteristic of most relationships is loneliness. People are still
lonely when they are married, they
are still lonely when they are dating. Because it’s still solely external,
artificial, superficial. Sex is about
cutting through all those layers.
Yet, when we make sex itself an act
of the body rather than an act of
the soul, it cannot achieve its principal function.
Shabbat Shalom: Earlier you
explained that sex is the unique
capacity to bind two persons in a
friendship combined with lovership. Then, what about the single
person, the individual, who is not
married, who has no intimate
friend to whom he or she can
direct his or her sexual attention,
but who of course is also a sexual
person? What advice would you
give here?
Boteach: Well, the advice is that
sex is not a luxury, it is a necessity.
It’s not something you can live
without. It is amazing. Again, scientists see sex as a necessity of the
species but not as a necessity of the
individual. I couldn’t disagree
more. Sex is a far greater need than
food, clothing, and shelter. We
know that people are prepared to
forego and squander food, clothing, and shelter for sex. And again
8 SHABBAT SHALOM / Spring 2002
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this is all part of the delegitimization of human sexuality. If we recognized it as a need then singlehood would no longer be endorsed
the way it is today. You know, people are asking all the time why
Judaism is opposed to masturbation and things like that. I say the
thing about masturbation is that
we lessen our dependency on the
opposite sex. We are not supposed

Masturbation lessens
our dependency on the
opposite sex.
to lessen our dependency, we are
supposed to increase it. I want men
to need their wives. I want wives to
need their husbands. I want them
not just to love them, to like them.
I want them to need them. In fact,
studies show that men who masturbate in their marriages have more
arguments with their wives. That
makes sense. Because if you had a

According to Jewish law
the Sabbath is even a
time for husband and
wife to make love.
big argument with your wife you
want to be sexual. And by the way,
very often people even become
more sexual after arguments.
People heat up. Then you have a
choice. To say it rather simply, you
can apologize and say “I was a jerk,
I’m sorry” or you can go to the
shower.
So, marriage is a necessity, not a
luxury. Does the fact that we can
divorce so easily mean that we can
live without each other? I don’t
believe we can.
Shabbat Shalom: Marriage, a
necessity?
Boteach: It’s like food. We all

eat. Even if the food is not perfect
and the restaurants are not perfect,
we need to eat. So we do. But when
it comes to love, we feel we can live
without it. So we love only when it
is appropriate, when we find perfection. Now if food was the same
way, if we only ate when we found
perfection, we would starve. So if
we only love if we find perfection,
we end up lonely. And our hearts
end up dying.
Shabbat Shalom: Maybe here is
also something we can learn for
our relationship with God.
Sexuality makes us dependent
upon another person. Sex and
marriage are a necessity. So we
could learn that we are dependent
upon other people as we are
dependent upon Him too. Could
that be a lesson?
Boteach: Definitely. We even
express that. In one of the most
famous Jewish poems which is
recited every Friday night when the
Sabbath comes we say “I yearn for
you with an unrequited lust.” Yes, a
relationship with God is not a luxury, it’s a necessity. Absolutely.
Shabbat Shalom: Well, the Song
of Songs is recited every Friday
night by Sephardic Jews. Why is it
in relation with the Sabbath that
this text is recited?
Boteach: Because Sabbath is the
Sabbath bride. Yes, Sabbath is a
unique day of communion with
God. We don’t work. We enjoy our
intimate relation with God. That’s
why according to Jewish law the
Sabbath is even a time for husband
and wife to make love.
Shabbat Shalom: So, sexuality
and Sabbath are intimately connected.
Boteach: Correct.
Shabbat Shalom: An interesting
question that many people ask is:
Are we going to have sex in the
world–to–come? What is your
response?
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Boteach: I wrote a book about
the world–to–come. It really is disputed. According to Nachmanides
the answer is Yes, since the
world–to–come is here on a perfected earth. According to
Maimonides it’s the world of souls,
so the answer is No.
Shabbat Shalom: Could it be
that some people are afraid that
their most intimate relationship
on earth will not be in the world
to come? How is it going to be
substituted?
Boteach: According to Maim–
onides there will be a spiritual
union, because we will all be disembodied spirits. Jewish tradition
says that husband and wife are two
halves of a single soul anyway. So
there will not be the bodily unity,
only the spiritual unity. According
to Nachmanides where the physical
unity is higher and holier than the
spiritual unity, the physical unity
will of course continue.
Shabbat Shalom: Sexuality without love is possible, though not
desirable. Is love possible without
sexuality?
Boteach: Love in its highest way
. . . of course not. You won’t have
that deep knowledge. For Judaism
love is knowledge, love is to know
someone intimately. And without
the physical component, no, you
cannot know the same way.
Shabbat Shalom: What spiritual,
religious, or theological lessons
did you learn from your study of
sexuality that help you to understand life, even life with God, in a
much better sense?
Boteach: Well, I think the primary lesson I deduced is the need
for passion in all areas of life. Life
must be that passionate. In other
words, the one distinguishing characteristic about sex in comparison
to all other things is that sex is passionate. And in fact, when it is not
passionate it is barely sexual. You
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can’t even function sexually if you
are not excited about something, if
there is not that degree of lust. I
think we can transpose that lesson
to every other area of life. Just to
live is mere existence, it’s being a
plant, even an inanimate object.
But to feel, to experience, and to
pulsate, that’s the way to engage
life. In other words, all of life
should have an erotic quality. In the
same way, sex is the ultimate way of
curiosity. What’s this person like in
bed? What’s it like to be with him
or her in the most intimate setting?
We have to approach life in the
same way. We should have the same

through the physical. All of existence has layers, and we should
always try to go to the deepest possible layer.
Shabbat Shalom: Thank you so
much, Rabbi Shmuley, for taking
time to reflect on our questions. A
final one: If you would have the
possibility to ask God one question about sexuality, what would
your question be?
Boteach: I would ask God why
sex is also associated with pain.
Why the flip side of love is pain.
Why specifically when something
is outside your grasp you want it,
and why when it is immediately

• Sexuality is the capacity to feel alive.
• Sexuality is actually something that is holy.
• Sex is the ultimate way of curiosity.
• Sex is a passionate motion that brings forth
intimate emotions.
level of erotic curiosity about every
area of life. For instance, the pursuit of knowledge. It was Allan
Bloom who said in his book The
Closing of the American Mind [New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1987]
that one of the reasons students
today are so poor in knowledge, as
compared to what students were
able to do fifty, sixty years ago—
then they would speak four or five
languages and devour books—the
reason is that students experience
sex at such an early age. They get
their erotic need out of their system
so that they are not as curious. That
was a controversial statement, but
Bloom was one of America’s most
respected academics. And I happen
to agree with him.
Shabbat Shalom: So you learned
life is actually exciting and life
should be passionate in every area.
Boteach: Life—in the same way
as human beings have layers—and
you reach their essence specifically

available, you don’t want it anymore. I would ask Him that. That
is what my new book Kosher
Adultery is all about: creating erotic
obstacles to increase desire.
Shabbat Shalom: Does that
mean sexuality needs to go along
with pain?
Boteach: Sure, it goes along with
pain. That’s why marriages need all
kinds of tricks. Even Judaism says
you need twelve days of separation
in order to attain interest and
desire. Lust is about pain. You only
lust for something that you want,
and not having it is the source of
that pain. And the moment you get
the pleasure of having it you lose
interest in it. So, look at that
conundrum.
*This interview was conducted by
Martin Pröbstle.
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Interview

Rabbi Michael Gold

Rabbi Michael Gold assumed the pulpit of Temple Beth Torah, Tamarac
Jewish Center in Tamarac, Florida, in
1990. Previously, he served as rabbi of
Beth El Congregation in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, and Congregation Sons of
Israel in Upper Nyack, New York. A
native of Los Angeles, Rabbi Gold received
his B.A. in mathematics from the
University of California in San Diego. He
was ordained by the Jewish Theological
Seminary in 1979.
Rabbi Gold’s most recent book is The
Ten Journeys of Life: Walking the Path
of Abraham (Simcha Press, 2001). His
previous books are Does God Belong in
the Bedroom? (JPS, 1992), And Hannah
Wept: Infertility, Adoption, and the
Jewish Couple (JPS, 1992), and God,
Love, Sex, and Family: A Rabbi’s Guide
for Building Relationships that Last
(Jason Aronson, 1998).
Rabbi Gold has lectured throughout the
country on sexual ethics, infertility and
adoption, family relations, and finding a
mission in life. He served as co-chair of the
Rabbinical Assembly committee on human
sexuality. His weekly spiritual message goes
to hundreds of readers throughout the
world.
Rabbi Michael and Evelyn Gold are
the parents of three children. He can be
reached through his website at www.heartfelt.com.

S

habbat
Shalom*:
What is sexuality?
How would you define
this term that is so often used in
our culture nowadays?
Michael Gold: The fundamental
message of the Bible is that we
humans are more than animals. We
are created in the image of God.
According to the book of Psalms, we
are little less than angels. To be a
human being is to be suspended
between the animal and the angel.
Nowhere is the tension played out
more strongly than in the sexual
arena.
Sexuality is a fundamental drive
that we share with most of the animal
kingdom. It is a drive for pleasure as
well as a drive to reproduce. Sexuality
in and of itself is neither evil nor
good; our sexual drive can be used to
serve God’s will or to defy God’s will.
I entitled the book I wrote on sexual
ethics, Does God Belong in the
Bedroom? The answer is yes; it matters
to God how we use our sexual drive.
Shabbat Shalom: How important
is sexuality to Jewish life and thinking? How important was sexuality to
Hebrew thinking in the Hebrew
Bible?
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Michael Gold: The Torah presents
a view of humanity that begins with
the words, “It is not good for man to
be alone. I will make a fitting helper
for him” (Genesis 2:18). God then
creates the woman from the rib of the
man, and brings her to him. The
Torah continues with one of the most

Our sexual drive can be
used to serve God’s will
or to defy God’s will.
important ideas in the entire Bible:
“man shall leave his father and his
mother and cling to his wife, and they
shall become one flesh” (Genesis
2:24). With that phrase, human sexuality, as opposed to animal sexuality,
entered the world.
In the animal kingdom, it is not in
a male’s genetic self-interest to cling to
one particular female. Rather, it is in
his interest to maximize sexual opportunities and spread his seed to as
many females as will accept him. For
animals, maximizing genetic survival
is the key to the future, and it would
not be wise to limit his sexual favors
to only one female. That is why male
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The Torah commands us not simply to be good, ethical, or moral. It commands us to be holy.
animals are created with an insatiable
sexual drive.
Human beings are to rise above the
animal. The male is not to cling to a
series of wives and mistresses, lovers
and one-night stands. Rather, he is to
cling to his wife. He is to be an ongoing presence to any children he may
sire. Suddenly family becomes important. Fatherhood means far more
than genetic paternity; a male must
become a mentor to his children.
Shabbat Shalom: If it is important,
why is it so? What religious or theological reasons are traditionally
given?
Michael Gold: The Torah teaches
that we Jews are to be holy, just as the
Lord God is holy (Leviticus 19:2). By
doing so we are to set an example of
holiness for the whole world.
“Through you will all the nations of
the world be blessed.”
Holiness is achieved by conquering our animal appetites and using
them to achieve a higher purpose.
Judaism identifies our fundamental
appetites, whether for food, money,
power, or sex, with the yetzer hara, the
evil inclination. This does not make
them evil. They are only evil if
allowed to control us. As the midrash
teaches, “At first the evil inclination is
like a thin spider web, but eventually
it becomes like a heavy rope.”
Our task in life is to control our
appetites and direct them toward a
godly purpose. No appetite is more
difficult to control than the sexual
urge. In fact, the rabbis teach that
“the greater the man the greater the
sexual urge.” Therefore, much of
Judaism is concerned with how individuals, particularly men, bring their
sexual urge under control. Rather
than simply pursuing personal pleasure (as too many do today in this age
of noncommittal, recreational sex),
the sexual drive is used to build a

marriage and create a family. Within
the context of marriage, sex become
holy.
Shabbat Shalom: What is, in your
view, the specific Jewish perspective
on sexuality?
Michael Gold: Judaism teaches
that the sexual drive in the wrong
context can be hurtful and even
destroy. On the other hand, the sexual drive in the right context can be
holy, and become a way of serving
God.
Judaism forbids any sexuality that
undermines families, particularly
incest and adultery. It frowns on sex
outside of marriage, not because nonmarital sex is evil but rather a fear that
such sex will become a disincentive
for marriage. Judaism forbids homosexuality because it wants a man to
direct his sexual drive towards a
woman, and vice versa. I want to add
that this is very controversial today
and is being reconsidered by some
rabbis. But even those rabbis who
condone homosexual relations see
heterosexual marriage as the religious
ideal.

monastic life prevalent in the
Catholic Church. Both men and
women are commanded to marry,
preferably at a young age, and enjoy
an active, joyous sexual life.
Shabbat Shalom: What are the lessons Jews could learn from this
Jewish perspective?
Michael Gold: Jews have lost their
sense of holiness. The prevalent ethic
is that anything is permitted, as long
as no one is hurt. When I ask Jews
about sexual behavior, most answer
that the key question is that we be
good.
The Torah commands us not simply to be good, ethical, or moral. It
commands us to be holy. Holiness
means rising above the animal within
us and reaching towards the angel.
Sexual activity between two casual
acquaintances may be pleasurable;
people may treat each other very nicely. But it is not holy. Holiness means
set apart, made special, raised up. It
comes from self-control and self-discipline.
Holiness is important in all areas of
life, not just the sexual arena. We have
lost the holiness of the Sabbath and
the festivals, days set aside and treated
differently than other days. We are

The symbol of covenant is placed on the male sexual
organ at a very young age. It is as if the Torah is
telling us, “If you want to achieve holiness, control
this organ.”
Judaism sees sex within marriage as
not only permissible but desirable. It
becomes a way of achieving holiness
and serving God. Such sexual activity
is not only for procreation but for
mutual pleasure. In fact, according to
the Jewish mystical tradition, marital
sex has spiritual effects beyond the
couple and becomes a way of doing a
tikkun (perfection) of the universe.
Because marital sex is so central to
the Jewish view, Judaism frowns on
celibacy, and has never developed the

not familiar with holy places; most
Jews come to the synagogue only on
the holiest days of the year, if they
come at all. Holiness is also reflected
in our speech, our art, our music.
Without the holy, our society is
becoming coarser, more animal-like.
We need to reconsider the centrality
of kedusha (holiness) in our vision of
the universe.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you think
sexuality is related to religion? If yes,
how?
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Michael Gold: Religion is concerned with how we humans live our
lives. The touchstone of Judaism is
action, what we do rather than what
we believe. Judaism is concerned with
all aspects of actionflour business, our
family, our interpersonal relations,
and our sexuality. Ultimately in
Judaism, we are judged not by our
beliefs but by our actions.
Shabbat Shalom: Is the concept of
sexuality as proposed in the Hebrew
Bible problematic in today’s society?
Michael Gold: The Bible is concerned with holiness, how to rise
above the animal within us and reflect
our godliness. Today’s society views
sexuality as fulfilling recreational
needs. One need only watch contemporary movies or watch music videos
to realize that we have lost our sense
of holiness. Today’s society needs the
biblical view of holiness more than
ever.
Shabbat Shalom: Has sexuality
become a taboo in Jewish tradition?
If yes, how should we cope with
such a problem?
Michael Gold: Unfortunately, too
often Judaism has embraced the nonJewish view that sexuality is laced
with sin. The rabbis placed more
fences around the Torah to prevent
casual sexual encounters. In the
Orthodox community, men and
women are separated both in prayer
and socially; among the very
Orthodox no physical contact is permitted, even shaking hands.
I believe it is possible to embrace
the idea that sex is holy, sexual
self-discipline is necessary, and casual
sex is inappropriate, without all the
fences around the Torah. Men and
women can mix and mingle without
jumping into bed with one another.
It means recreating a vision of holiness for our society.
Shabbat Shalom: How should we
educate our children on sexuality in
our permissive society?
Michael Gold: Children need to
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be taught more than the facts of life.
They must be taught sexual values.
Part of holiness is the ability to draw
lines, to place limits on what one will
do sexually. When I teach sexuality to
teens, I speak about the various lines
that young people ought not to cross
and where those lines should be
drawn. I also speak about the idea of
kedusha or holiness in all areas of life.
If the Jewish Sabbath and festivals
become holy occasions, if the Jewish
dietary laws add self-discipline to life,
it makes it much easier to teach holiness in the sexual arena.
Shabbat Shalom: Though sexuality is about relationship, it seems not
only to be a topic for couples. What
about sexuality and the single person, the individual?
Michael Gold: As mentioned earlier, I do not believe that sexuality
outside of marriage is a serious moral
issue. I am well aware that most of my

Sex, in the right context,
with the right person,
with the right attitude,
can become a way of
achieving holiness and,
ultimately, of serving
God.
congregants are active sexually before
they are married, or after they are
married. Not just young people, but
many of my seniors live together
without the benefit of marriage.
However, I do believe this behavior
falls far short of the holiness ideal of
Judaism. I have found that living
together outside of marriage is a disincentive to marry. Casual sex leads to
many of society’s problems, including
out-of-wedlock births, abortions,
high divorce rates, adultery, and a
coarsening of society. Therefore, I do
what I can to discourage nonmarital
sex, particularly among young
people.
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Shabbat Shalom: An interesting
question that many people ask is:
Are we going to have sex in the
world–to–come?
Michael Gold: The world-tocome is not about our physical selves
but our spiritual selves. There will be
no need for sex, just as there will be
no need for food and drink. The
Torah is concerned not with how to
live in this perfect spiritual world, but
how to live in the day-to-day physical
world where we presently live. It is in
this world that we must pursue the
quest for holiness. Judaism is concerned not with how to get to heaven,
but rather how to create heaven here
upon earth.
Shabbat Shalom: What spiritual,
religious, and theological lessons can
we learn from the experience of sexuality?
Michael Gold: Judaism is built on
the notion that God made a covenant
with the Jewish people, so that we
will be a blessing for the entire world.
The symbol of the covenant is circumcision; every Jewish boy has his
foreskin cut off on the eighth day.
Many have seen this as a powerful
symbol.
The covenant is about rising
beyond our animal nature. The area
where males are most likely to behave
in an animal-like manner is how they
handle their sexual drive. Therefore,
the symbol of covenant is placed on
the male sexual organ at a very young
age. It is as if the Torah is telling us, “If
you want to achieve holiness, control
this organ.”
Sexuality is one of life’s most powerful experiences. We can behave as
mere animals, simply seeking to satisfy our appetite with no greater purpose. But sex, in the right context,
with the right person, with the right
attitude, can become a way of achieving holiness and, ultimately, of serving God.
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Interview

Don and Sue Murray

S
In addition to their professional
responsibilities as Dean of Men and
Assistant Professor of Family Studies,
respectively, at Andrews University, Don
and Sue Murray have been involved in
team ministry by providing marriage
preparation and marriage enrichment for
couples for many years. They received the
Arthur
and
Maud
Spaulding
Distinguished Service in Family Ministries
Award by the General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists in 2000.
They have both authored various articles, have each published a book and are
Certified Famliy Life Educators with the
National Council on Family Relations.
Sue is a licensed marriage and family therapist and was an active participant in the
World Commision on Human Sexuality
organized by the General Conference in
1997. They have two grown children and
two grandchildren.

habbat Shalom*:
What is sexuality?
How would you
define this term that is so often
used in our culture nowadays?
Donald Murray (DM): The
word sex is used as a verb, a noun,
an adjective; and some have been
creative enough to use it as an
adverb. Sexuality, on the other
hand, is everything that makes us
uniquely a woman or a man.
Sexuality is a gift from God. It is a
way by which God connects us —
man and woman—together. It is a
biological, chemical force that
God gave us to use to procreate
the earth and to find great depth
in relationship. Within marriage,
the sexual experience of intercourse can be a way of renewing
our wedding vows.
Susan Murray (SM): I believe
God created us with a deep need
for connection with other beings,
and it seems to me that our need
for connection drives much of our
sexual behavior. And yet, what
God means for us is to understand how much He wants a connection with us; thus the gift of
sexuality was meant, also, to help
us understand more of His love

for us and need to connect with
us.
God’s gift for us within a marriage relationship is that because of
our sexuality we can be deeply
intimate, deeply personal, and
deeply connected.
DM: Sexuality is certainly a
type of the kind of relationship
God desires to have with us.
SM: Here’s my definition.
Sexuality includes what we
believe, what we think, what we
feel, and what we do. It is who we
are. Sexuality has a psychological,
biological and spiritual dimension.
Our views are affected by our
social conditioning; part of our
social conditioning comes through
the popular culture—the people
who are in our social groups,
which includes our family, our
friends, our school, our church;
and obviously through the media
that also comes to us through
school, church, and home via the
general media that includes advertising, films, and video games, for
example. Bottom line, sexuality is
a very encompassing, complex
part of who we are.
Shabbat Shalom: Your definition of sexuality as being composed of different interlinked
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dimensions is certainly to the
point. Do we as believers have a
specific outlook on sexuality that
would be different? What would
be a believer’s understanding on
sexuality?
DM: If sexuality were not spiritual, if it did not have the ability
to make true connections, sexuality would be shallow and profane.
It would be only about satisfying
one’s biological needs.
SM: From whatever context
you look at it, whether you are a
believer or not, sexuality is a gift
from God. Some people don’t
know that, but they are still given
the gift, and they can use the gift.
They can be responsible or irresponsible with it. As a believer, I
think it is essential for understanding God and ourselves and
our connectedness with God and
with one another. He created me
as a sexual being and has given me
ways to live out my sexuality as a
single person, female or male, or
within a relationship.
Shabbat Shalom: Though sexuality is about relationship, it
seems not only to be a topic for
couples. What about sexuality
and the single person, the individual?
SM: We are born sexual, and
we have innate sexual desires and
behaviors. I think sexuality has to
do with every person at all ages
and stages. Infants are born male
or female. They are born sexual.
The goal for a Christian family is
to raise this child so that he or she
understands and respects the gift
of sexuality, uses it with restraint,
and perhaps shares the gift in a
committed relationship with
someone else. However, not
everyone needs to be sexually
active. In short, sexuality is who
we are, what we are, what we do.
I believe one can fully appreciate
the gift of sexuality without being
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sexually active.
Shabbat Shalom: Let me come
back to the Bible once more.
How important is sexuality in
Scriptures?
DM: In Genesis 2:24 Adam
and Eve were given a gift which
can be described as a triangular
relationship. The message is clear:
man and woman should leave
their parents, cling to one another,
and then become one flesh. In a
way that is the ideal. The psychological term for leaving parents is
individuation. When you mature,
you separate from your parents

Sexuality is everything
that makes us uniquely
a woman or a man.
and become your own individual.
You have a sense of maturity and
independence, as well as interdependence, that is appropriate to
sustain adult responsibilities.
Then it is safe to begin the cleaving process. Cleaving is not an
occasion. It’s the work of a lifetime. When leaving and cleaving
are accomplished—and remember
that perfect model was given
before the fall—then the one-flesh
relationship can be spiritual in its
ultimate dimensions. It can be a
true reflection of the kind of relationship God desires to have with
us. The text following says “And
the man and his wife were both
naked and were not ashamed”
(Genesis 2:25). They were
unashamed because there was
nothing to be ashamed about: no
hidden motives, no hidden agendas, no lies that they were
attempting to cover up, no illicit
relationships. There was no
shame. God desires to be in a relationship with us that is based on
our decision to be in relationship
with Him. For many He desires
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that relationship to be nurtured in
a life-long commitment of cleaving, protected by the covenant of
marriage. He desires for that intimacy that comes from a sexual
relationship to be a type of intimacy that we have with Him . One of
the reasons that the understanding
of sexuality is so important for us
believers is that it gives us a sense
of who God is in a way that nothing else can really give us.
Shabbat Shalom: So the spirituality of sexuality is to reflect the
relationship we can have with
God, an interpersonal relationship?
SM: He is a relational God and
He created us to be in relationship
to Him and in relationship to others. Our sexuality is part of that
gift.
DM: We all are created to be in
relationship with others. By His
creative act, He designed us to be
in a relationship with Him as well
as with others; and we believe that
intercourse, protected by marriage,
can be the ultimate expression of
this love.
Shabbat Shalom: What does it
mean, if anything, that God created Adam and Eve, and thus sexuality, before the Sabbath?
DM: Consider the experience of
Adam. After he was created God
said, “It is not good that the man
should be alone” (Genesis 2:18).
So God made him a counterpart.
Could we say then, that from the
beginning, God intended the
Sabbath to be celebrated in relationship with Him and others?
SM: The first time I realized
this, I thought “How cool!” It does
not mean that sexuality is more
important, but it does mean that it
was not an afterthought. Adam
and Eve’s sexuality, from the very
beginning, was a very integral part
of who they were as male and
female, and within their relation-
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ship they embraced the Sabbath.
Shabbat Shalom: Interesting,
here is the perfect environment,
the perfect world, and it was not
good because the relational aspect
of human connectedness was
missing.
DM: In our home we have a
print of a painting by Nathan
Greene which is called The
Introduction. I just so enjoy that
painting! The thought of God
being there to introduce Eve to
Adam and Adam to Eve is just an
electric moment to me.
SM: We don’t have the original
painting, a print, by the way. One
thing I like about it is that there is
this kind of expectant look of joy
on their faces; and I always think,
God knew what was coming next.
He created them to complement
one another. That does not mean
that they were not whole beings on
their own. They were created with
all the physiological capacities for
sexual functioning, but God’s ultimate plan was that they would
come together; and obviously if
people did not come together, they
would not procreate.
DM: Another aspect that is
within the spiritual realm is that
Adam and Eve were given dominion over the earth. I think Adam
and Eve were also given dominion
over their bodies. In other words,
they had the right to use their bodies and to make choices that would
enhance themselves personally and
as a family. As they had the choice,
so have we. We can chose an abundant life, or we can choose the way
of shame and guilt.
SM: Whew! Those are loaded
terms—shame and guilt. Shame is
a big issue for many people. It’s
important for me to say that God
did not create shame. Also, there
was nothing shameful about the
way He created our bodies.
DM: Therefore, the gift of sexu-
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ality, because of the issue of
dominion and our freedom of
choice, also allows for sexual abuse
and denial of sexual rights, even
rape, to also be present in relationships. Clearly, humankind and sin
have distorted the giftedness of
sexuality.
SM: Thinking about shame, I
am reminded that men’s tendencies
are sometimes toward addictive

Sexuality includes what
we believe, what we
think, what we feel,
what we do. It is who
we are.
behaviors as related to sex, certainly pornography. That’s not just a
man-on-the-streets problem. There
is certainly concern and some discussion within the Christian
church about men and pornography. For women, it seems to me,
the issue is trauma. Men deal with
the addictive part, and women deal
with the repercussions of sexual
trauma, which sometimes stem
from the addiction of perhaps a
father or an older man. That is one
of the ways in which Satan keeps
distancing people from one another sexually.
Shabbat Shalom: Do Christians
enjoy sex?
SM: Now, that’s a good question! There is the myth that
Christian couples, especially
Christian women, don’t enjoy sex.
I am sure there are many who,
sadly, do not. However, many
Christian women report being
almost a little embarrassed that
they are liking it so much because
there is somehow this dichotomy
that says you shouldn’t. Yet many
women report that they do enjoy
their sexuality and their sexual relationships with their husbands. The
thing that stands in their way of

fully enjoying a sexual relationship
is the issue of trauma, according to
research by Archibald Hart.
Media is one of the ways
through which young women are
being traumatized. I thought about
this when you asked the question
about our permissive society and
educating children. The thing is
that we need to educate parents
that girls are more traumatized by
seeing sexual acts on television and
in videos than seemingly boys are.
Parents need to pay attention to
this. I think we can really turn
things around when Christian parents learn how their own bodies
work and teach their children how
wonderfully and fearfully the body
is made. If we understand how
something works, we respect it
more. I believe we could do a lot to
help our kids in this permissive
society by really proactively teaching our children what is appropriate.
DM: Christians should be able
to enjoy their sexual relationships
free from trauma and addiction.
Addiction seems to be rooted in
two different sources. One is biochemical. However, there is no
biochemical problem with the
issue of sexual addiction that I am
aware of. So there must be something specific that causes sexual
addiction. Sexual addiction is perpetuated by shame. That is why it
is so important to rear children in
ways that are as free from shame as
possible.
Shabbat Shalom: You have mentioned shame in two different
contexts. One is addiction, and
the other is feeling ashamed of
one’s body. It seems that one of
the major sources for shame lies in
the area of sexuality. Why is that
so?
SM: The first thing that comes
to my mind is that shame, at one
level, serves as a moderator in soci-
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ety. However, I believe that there
are better ways of moderating
behavior. I see shame as the devil’s
counter to God’s love and acceptance.
DM: There is a difference
between shame and guilt. Guilt
can actually be a gift from God.
Guilt says, “Oops, I made a mistake. I messed up. How can I learn
from this?” Shame says, “There is
something horribly flawed with
me. I’m bad.”
SM: Guilt can arise out of an
action or the omission of action.
Sometimes there is guilt for what
we did do, but sometimes there is
also guilt for what we did not do.
Shame is deeper than that. Parents
inadvertently shame their children,
sometimes to get them to behave,
but also out of expedience and
because parents themselves were
taught that way. Thus they build
shame in children, often without
being aware of it. Shame is part of
the living in this world. To fully
examine shame, we’d need to do
another interview!
Shabbat Shalom: Is shame ever a
positive factor in our sexual life?
Does shame help us order our
lives?
SM: In the sense of being comfortable with compliance, yes, I
suppose. I wouldn’t term it as positive.
DM: However shame moderates
our behavior, it distorts our thinking. One of the texts in Scripture
that is personally most encouraging for me is found in Joel 2:26.
“And my people shall never be
ashamed.” This is an incredible
promise. There will be no shame
on the new earth. The promise that
God’s people will never again be
ashamed should motivate us now
in how we treat other people and
in the way we see ourselves.
SM: Let me go back to Adam
and Eve when they were naked and
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not ashamed before one another.
Some have shared with me that
they have been married for many
years and have never been seen
naked by their partner because
they are ashamed of what their
body looks like in the light. Of
course, this is a personal issue. For
me, however, living with someone
and being sexually intimate, but at
the same time being afraid to let
the other see my body, is hardly
what God wants for me. God’s
plan for a couple is that they can be
naked and unashamed physically
as well as emotionally. To be sure,
Genesis 2 does not talk only about
the physical characteristics of man
and woman. It’s their emotional
and spiritual life, too. The ideal is
to be totally secure within a relationship with another person—the

The goal for a Christian
family is to raise this
child so that he or she
understands and respects
the gift of sexuality, uses
it with restraint, and
perhaps shares the gift in
a committed, covenant
relationship with someone else.
other knows your spiritual journey,
your emotional journey, and also
your body. It is then when we can
be most intimate, and probably the
closest to understanding what God
means when He says that He wants
to be in an intimate relationship
with us.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you think
that people who find it difficult to
believe in a God who shows love
and acceptance toward humans
have more difficulty in overcoming shame?
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SM: In my experience I find
more individuals who have grown
up in Christian homes experiencing the results of shame than those
who have not grown up in
Christian homes. Many of these
latter enjoy their sexuality. Some of
them are very respectful with their
body and with other people. That
has always puzzled me: How can
you use the gift and not understand the Giver of the gift? It’s similar to the fact that many who have
not learned about health still have
the gift of health.
Shabbat Shalom: People can
enjoy the gift without knowing
the Giver?
SM: Sure. And here we are the
people who understand where the
gift came from, and yet we do not
understand why God gave the gift,
or we are afraid of the gift, or we
use the gift to destroy ourselves
and other people. That must be so
sad for God!
Shabbat Shalom: Sexuality can
then be used in a way directed by
God, but it can also be used to
destroy people.
SM: Absolutely. It is a gift to
everybody who is born. It’s not
about if you believe in God or not.
In fact, many Adventists, it seems,
do not really know how to appreciate and use the gift. That is one of
the reasons why the World
Commission on Sexuality was
organized. Finally, in 1997, for the
first time as a world church,
Seventh-day Adventist representatives from across the world sat
down and focused on what sexuality is and what we believe about it.
I believe it was an important step
in the right direction!
Shabbat Shalom: How are we as
believers called to live out the gift
of sexuality?
DM: We need to live ethically.
In fact, sex without ethics always
creates problems and distortion.
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There is a science to human relationships, including the gift of sexuality—and we need to study that.
Another thing we need to do is to
ponder the concepts of responsibility and dominion. God has erected
boundaries as well as barriers. If it
is for our greater happiness, why
do we try to knock down those
barriers which will lead us to joy
and fulfillment? If we believe that
God desires far more joy for us
than we can even imagine, we will
respect His boundaries and know
that what Scripture tells us is the
best way to live.
SM: I agree. I boil it down to
three words: Respect, rejoice and
restraint. We respect the gift. We
respect the God who gave us the
gift. We respect our bodies. We
rejoice in the gift. We rejoice in
what God gave us. We rejoice in
the physical pleasure we feel. We
rejoice in the physical, emotional,
relational, and spiritual responses
in a sexual relationship with someone. We rejoice in the product—
the children. And we must practice
restraint. When we are given a gift,
it’s given freely; but we must use
restraint—for our sake. How we
use our bodies, how we use our
voices, where we allow our minds
to go, we are called to restraint.
Many conservative believers
thought that the highest honor was
to live a life of restraint, without
understanding the rejoicing and
respecting part. I would never put
restraint at the top of the list, but
within the sense of respect and
rejoicing, we must also practice
restraint.
Of course, we can’t just do what
we want all the time. There are
times when believers do need to
use restraint in their own sexual
relationship, even though the relationship is good and holy. For
example, if you are staying home
from the Sabbath worship service
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in order to “have sex,” you need to
take another look, and use some
restraint. God is not saying “Do it
whenever you want” just because
you are in a good relationship.
When your sexual life as a couple,

Shame is the devil’s
counter to God’s love
and acceptance.
even if you are married, is interfering with the other responsibilities
that are important in your life,
then you are misusing the gift.
Even with the understanding of
the gift, living in the divinely
intended confines—being married—and having a good sexual
relationship, we are still called for
restraint. Another way that we are
called for restraint is in understanding that what we might be
comfortable with in our sexual
behavior, our partner might not. If
one person ever comes away feeling
less than whole, then the loving
thing to do is to step back, and that
calls for restraint.
Shabbat Shalom: There is a billboard that reads “Sex can wait.”
This, of course, talks about the
physical aspect of sex. As positive
as such signs are, sexuality is naturally more than its physical
aspect alone. What is the danger
of viewing sex only on a physical
level?
SM: I don’t think we should
separate sexuality off as only a theological or spiritual issue either, as
so often people have tried to do.
There are many areas in which the
Bible is silent in regards to human
behavior. Yes, Scripture can be a
kind of user-manual for sex, but it
is not meant to be the DSMIV!
What is amazing to me is that
some nonpracticing Christians
whom I know, recognize that there
is something very special about
their sexuality and their sexual rela-

tionship with someone else; and
they treat it very respectfully. How
would a theologian explain that?
DM: It is an issue of spirituality.
One can regard something as spiritual without having a full understanding of God.
Shabbat Shalom: Do believers
have an advantage, because they
have the opportunity to see sexuality in a holistic way?
SM: Yes. If they go to the
Scripture and if they can get past
or beyond their own misinformation.
DM: There are many who are
uncomfortable that the Song of
Solomon is part of the biblical
canon, because it’s so graphic.
Consider this interesting progression: “My beloved is mine, and I
am his” (Song of Solomon 2:16);
and then, “I am my beloved’s and
my beloved is mine” (6:3); and
finally, “I am my beloved’s, and his
desire is toward me” (7:10). First,
the Shulamite woman, who is
darkened by the sun, perceives herself in comparison with all the
other lovely women of the court,
and she has diminished self-concept. She can’t even imagine why
Solomon would love her. Her selfconcept is based on the security of
belonging to him. The security of
the relationship is what gives her
meaning. This is expressed in “My
beloved is mine, and I am his”
(2:16). In “I am my beloved’s and
my beloved is mine” (6:3) there is
more emphasis on giving than possessing. Finally, she views herself in
growing wonder. Here is mutual
submission. We find a statement of
wonder that she is loved and that
she can love back. “I am my
beloved’s, and his desire is toward
me” (7:10). That is the progression
of self- acceptance when a person is
in a loving relationship where all
the dimensions of that love are utilized.
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SM: She must have come to an
understanding of God’s love for
her and desire for connection as a
result of her experience.
DM: I believe that is the reason
why Song of Solomon is found in
the Scriptures, because it gives us,
in human terms, the finest example of the kind of relationship God
wants to have with us.
Shabbat Shalom: How should
we educate our children on sexuality in our permissive society?
SM: First, we need to know that
we give a child sexual messages
from the first time we change a
diaper. From my standpoint, we
give many, many ideas about relationships and our bodies from the
moment a baby is born. We also
tell them what it is to be a girl or to
be a boy. Sometimes that’s damaging and hurtful, and sometimes it’s
wonderful.
Specifically, to answer your
question, permissive society or not,
children deserve to know how
wonderfully their bodies are made
and how they work. And that is the
beginning. If we do not understand our own anatomy, how
incredibly we are created—our
lungs, our heart, our circulatory
system, our sexual organs—then
we may have difficulties in fully
understanding God and His plan
for us. I believe that if we each had
han an age-appropriate understanding of our bodies and our
potential, we would not have so
much fear and misuse of sexual
behavior in our society, and even in
our church.
Now, many people have lived a
very full life without a full understanding of how their bodies work.
On the other hand, I believe God
wants children to start understanding what wonderful creatures they
are from the moment they are
born. That’s one of the ways
Christian parents can help their
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children to be prepared for a very
media-driven, media-saturated
permissive world. Sadly, many parents don’t know how to do that.
That is why I think it is particularly timely that as the worldwide
Seventh-day Adventist Church we
have now, painstakingly and over
several years, developed a life-span
curriculum for informally and formally guiding our educators and
church members how to teach the
children about God’s gift of sexuality.
Shabbat Shalom: Does this
mean that parents should be the
first source for knowledge of sexuality and that they should create a
family atmosphere in which children feel comfortable to ask questions about sexuality?
SM: Yes! That would be the
ideal! However, no matter how
positive and flourishing an individual family may be, there comes the

Sex without ethics
always creates problems
and trouble.
time when children innately start
feeling uncomfortable talking
about some things with their parents. Around the preteen years
there is a sense of privacy that
develops with most individuals and
a sense of embarrassment. That’s
the beginning of leaving and eventually the clinging to someone else,
so at one level we should celebrate
this. There can be times when the
best- prepared parents are not able
to step in because their kids withdraw from them. That’s why parents need a support system for
their children. The church and the
school need to be prepared to teach
the children as well.
DM: To add to this, I believe
that one of the reasons why sometimes there is the exploitation of
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sexuality is simply the fear of sexuality. When we learn and teach
others to replace our fear of sexuality with healthy respect, that sex is
one of God’s best gifts and He
wants us to enjoy it within the
restraints that will bring us the
greatest joy, then we will come to a
real breakthrough in understanding.
Shabbat Shalom: It is interesting
to note that sexuality is associated
with almost every emotion and
feeling human beings are capable
of having.
DM: Yes, and because it is, it
may be one of the primary human
experiences that really taps into all
the emotions. Virtually every
Christian psychologist who is an
expert on relationships will tell you
that humankind is at their best
when they are able to express their
emotions, when there is no blockage of any emotion because of
shame, guilt or whatever. Having a
well-loved, sexual relationship with
someone whom we are deeply
committed to, a spouse, is a way
that we can have the freedom to
feel and express those emotions in
positive and healthy ways.
Shabbat Shalom: Let me ask an
interesting question that people
every now and then find on their
minds: Are we going to have sex
in heaven?
SM: I’m wondering if you mean
that we will still have our sexuality,
or if we will “have sex?” We don’t
know . . . but it’s worth finding
out. If we trust that God has our
best good in mind, that He loves
us more than we can imagine, and
that there are joys untold, who
knows?
DM: If God desires far more
happiness for us than we can ever
imagine for ourselves, then the joy
of heaven will be better than any
other joy anybody has ever felt. If it
is something other than sexuality
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that gives mutuality and deepening
intimacy, then it will be better than
what we experience on this earth
anyway.
SM: Well, another aspect we
could consider in relation to your
question is that of the angels.
DM: Yes, angels seem to be
asexual. They do not procreate.
Beyond that we do not know.
SM: We don’t know. However, I
think God is not going to turn us
into angels. If God created
humankind in His image and if He
loves me the way I am now, I do
not think that He is going to do a
total overhaul when I get to heaven, neither biologically nor emotionally. Yes, He is probably renewing my mind and my heart; but if
He had just wanted more angels up
there, He could have just created
more angels.
As I mentioned, your question
could be understood in two different ways: Are we going to have sexual intercourse with another, or are
we going to still be sexual beings,
meaning separate genders? I do
believe the one thing that we are
going to take away from this earth
is some sense of our relationships. I
do not think God, in His love,
would take away my most precious
relationships.. If He takes us as
husband and wife, I cannot see
how God would remove my memory of that relationship. I realize,
too, that, some people could have
two husbands or three husbands or
wives in heaven. So, for myself, I’m
just going to see what’s up when I
get there.
Shabbat Shalom: If we cannot
answer the question whether there
is going to be sex in heaven, why
do people then ask about it?
SM: We want answers to all the
tough questions, but there are
many things we are not going to
know this side of heaven.
DM: For me, it’s a role of faith.
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Shabbat Shalom: Certainly, for
many people sex is one of the
most joyous experiences on earth.
Could it be that some fear the loss
of such a treasured experience if
there will be no sex in heaven?
SM: Yes, I think there are things
that are precious to us, and we
want to have some assurance that
God is still going to let us have
those things in Heaven. There are

If we do not understand
and respect our own
anatomy, how incredibly
we are created—our
lungs, our heart, our circulatory system, our sexual organs—then we
may have difficulties in
fully understanding God
and His plan for us.
those who do not think that sex is
good, who are repulsed by it, and
who want to talk us out of it. They
may be hoping not to have to deal
with it at all in heaven. When people ask such questions, I often
wonder what motivates their question. Are they truly seeking knowledge or just wanting to argue their
point?
Shabbat Shalom: What would
you take along from your personal experience with sexuality—as a
female person, as a male person—
that helps you understand life,
even life with God, in a much better sense?
SM: The very first thing that
comes to my mind is that I always
knew it was good to be a girl.
While it was apparent to me while
growing up that my opinion didn’t
matter much, it wasn’t because I
was a girl, it was because I was a
child. For me, the very underpin-

ning of my identity has been that it
is good to be female.
DM: How did that concept help
you to understand God?
SM: I don’t know how I would
have understood Him otherwise.
DM: I grew up with many of
the distorted images of sexuality
typical among boys and young
men. I’m certain that I never really
understood that God had invented
sex. I guess I wasn’t sure who had.
As a result of marrying Sue, and
my journey of growth with God, I
have come to understand grace.
This has freed me from much of
my early distorted thinking, and
my life as a responsible male has
taken on new and far deeper meaning. I now know that life with God
is a life of freedom to be all that He
created me to be, and that includes
a far greater understanding of His
gift of sexuality.

*This interview was conducted by
Martin Pröbstle.
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exuality is writ
large in the pages of
Scripture. Genesis 1-2
sets forth God’s original design
for human sexuality, and these first
two chapters of the Torah constitute the foundation for the rest of
the biblical treatment of the subject. Towards the end of the
Hebrew Bible, the Song of Songs
comprises an entire biblical book
extolling the beauty of human sexuality, illustrating the insights of
Gen 1-2. Many other biblical passages deal with sexuality, but in this
Bible study we will focus mainly
upon the divine design in Eden—
and the return to Eden in the Song
of Songs. The biblical understanding of sexuality may be organized
under seven major headings.
Sexuality as a Creation Order
In lofty grandeur Gen 1:27 portrays the creation of humankind:
“So God created humankind
(ha’adam) in His own image, in
the image of God He created it
[humanity]; male and female He
created them.” This verse makes

clear, first of all, that sexual differentiation is created by God, and
not part of the divine order itself.
This emphasis upon the creation
of sexual distinction appears to
form a subtle but strong polemic
against the “divinisation of sex” so
common in the thought of Israel’s
neighbors. Throughout the fertility-cult mythology of the ancient

To be human is to live
as a sexual person.
Near East, the sexual activities of
the gods form a dominant motif,
and creation was often celebrated
as resulting from the union of male
and female deities. In contrast to
this pagan view of creation, the
account in Gen 1 radically separates sexuality and divinity. Gen 2
removes any possible lingering
thoughts that creation occurred by
divine procreation, as it sets forth
in detail God’s personal labor of
love, forming man from the dust
of the ground and “building”
(Hebrew banah) woman from one
of the man’s ribs.
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In the Song of Songs we come
back full circle to the creation in
the Garden of Eden. Underlying
the entire Song is the same high
doctrine of creation which forms
the backdrop for biblical wisdom
literature in general. Sexual love is
assumed to be a creation ordinance, given by God for man to
enjoy; it is a “flame of Yah
Himself ” (Cant 8:6). In lofty lyrics
the lovers in the Song of Songs
extol and enhance the creation of
sexuality in Gen 1-2.
A Duality from the Beginning
God created the bipolarity of
the sexes from the beginning. The
popular idea of an ideal androgynous being later split into two
sexes cannot be sustained from the
text of Gen 1 or 2. The sexual distinction between male and female
is fundamental to what it means to
be human. To be human is to live
as a sexual person. According to
the divine pattern set with the first
couple in the Garden (Gen 2:1823) and the accompanying explicit
command (Gen 2:24), the sexual
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relationship is to be a heterosexual
duality, between “a husband and
his wife.” The pairing of both
nouns
(‘man/husband’
and
‘woman/wife’) in the singular also
clearly implies that the sexual relationship envisioned is a monogamous one, to be shared exclusively
between two marriage partners.
Although biblical characters at
times deviated from this divine
mandate, such practices were never
cited approvingly, and were often
severely condemned throughout
Scripture.1
Equality of the Sexes
A third insight into the biblical
view of human sexuality stems
from the equal pairing of male and
female in parallel with “humanity”
in Gen 1:27. There is no hint of
ontological or functional superiority or inferiority between male and
female. In the wider context of this
passage, both are given the same
dominion over the earth and other
living creatures (vv. 26 and 28).
Both are to share alike in the blessing and responsibility of procreation (vv. 29-30). In short, both
participate equally in the image of
God.
Gen 2 reinforces the position of
Gen 1. In Gen 2 woman, far from
being inferior in status, is represented as the climax, the crowning
work of creation. She is created
from a rib from Adam’s side, not to
indicate derived status, but to
show that she is to stand by his
side as an equal. She is man’s ‘ezer
kenegdo (Gen 2:18); the Hebrew
does not denote a subordinate
helper or assistant, but an “equal
counterpart” or “equal partner.”
Man and woman before the Fall
are presented as fully equal, with
no hint of headship of one over the
other or a hierarchical relationship
between husband and wife.
The most extensive and pene-
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trating OT presentation of the
divine ideal for husband-wife relationships in the post-Fall setting is
in the Song of Songs. In parallel

Sexuality is manifested
in every aspect of human
existence.
with Gen 1-2, the lovers in the
Song are presented as full equals in
every way. The keynote of the egalitarianism of mutual love is struck
in Cant 2:16: “My beloved is mine
and I am his.” The Song of Songs
begins and closes with the woman
speaking. Woman carries the
majority of the dialogue. She initiates most of the meetings and is
just as active in the love-making as
the man. She is just as eloquent
about the beauty of her lover as he
is about her. The woman also is
gainfully employed—as shepherdess and vineyard-keeper. In
short, throughout the Song she is
fully the equal of the man.
Sexuality as Wholeness
A fourth insight into the biblical
understanding of sexuality emerges
from the observation that in Gen
1:27 the generic term for
humankind (ha’adam) includes
both male and female. The wholistic picture of humankind is only
complete when both male and
female are viewed together. Such a

psychophysical unity. There is no
room in the biblical view for a platonic dichotomy of body and soul.
Excluded is the dualistic notion of
the ascetics that the body is evil
and therefore all expressions of the
body pleasures—including sexual
expressions—are contaminated.
The human being is a sexual creature, and his/her sexuality is manifested in every aspect of human
existence.
The meaning of wholeness is
also amplified in Gen 2 with
regard to the differentiation
between the sexes. Whereas from
Gen 1 it was possible to conclude
in a general way that both male
and female are equally needed to
make up the image of God, from
Gen 2 we can say more precisely
that it is in creative complementariness that God designed male
and female to participate in this
wholeness. The Gen 2 creation
story opens with the creation of
the man. But creation is not finished. The man is alone; he is
incomplete. And this is “not good”
(v. 18). Man needs an ‘ezer kenegdo
—a helper/benefactor who is his
counterpart. Thus begins man’s
quest to satisfy his God-instilled
“hunger for wholeness.” Such
hunger is not satisfied by his animal companions but by the sexual
being God has “built” (Hebrew
banah, implying even “aesthetical-

From Genesis 2:24 emerge significant insights into
the nature of the divine ideal for sexual relationships.
description points to the individuality and complementarity of the
sexes. In Gen 2 we encounter a
twofold amplification of the meaning of sexual wholeness. First, Gen
2:7 articulates a wholistic view of
humanity. According to the understanding of anthropology set forth
in this verse, a human being does
not have a soul, he/she is a soul, a

ly designed”) to be alongside him
as his complement. As Samuel
Terrien expresses it, “The woman
brings out of the man and to the
man the totality of existence. She
comes as if he had cried out, ‘Help!
Help!’”2 Adam in effect exclaims at
his first sight of Eve, “At last, I’m
whole! Here’s the complement of
myself!” He recognizes, and the
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narrative instructs us, that man is
whole only in his complementarity
with another being who is like
himself.
The concept of wholeness in
sexuality is highlighted in the Song
of Songs by one of the key themes
in the Song, the presence and/or
absence of the lovers to each other.
Throughout the Song the fact of
physical closeness is obviously
important as the lovers speak and
cling to each other: “His left hand
is under my head, and his right
arm embraces me.” (2:6; 8:3).
Even more significant is the feeling
of loss and anxiety at the absence
of the partner. Already in Cant 1:7
the desire of the beloved for a rendezvous with her lover is clear
(“Tell me, you whom my soul
loves, where you pasture your flock
. . . ?”), but the motif reaches its
zenith at the matched sections of
the Song in which the dreaming
woman searches anxiously for her
lover (3:1-3; 5:6). “Absence makes
the heart grow fonder,”—the
absence motif serves to heighten
the meaning of presence. Lovers
need each other to be whole! In the
Song man and woman each appear
as individuals—capable, independent, self-reliant—and at the same
time they have become “bone of
one’s bone, flesh of one’s flesh.”
Sexuality as a Multidimensional,
Intimate Relationship
The existence of the bipolarity
of the sexes in creation implies not
only wholeness but relationship.
The juxtaposition of male and
female in Gen 1:26 intimates what
becomes explicit in Gen 2: the full
meaning of human existence is not
in male or female in isolation, but
in their mutual communion.
If Gen 1 whispers that human
sexuality is for fellowship, for relationship, in mentioning “male”
and “female” together, Gen 2
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orchestrates this fact with a volume of double forte, and the
melody and harmony of the narrative portray richness and beauty in
the relational symphony of the
sexes.
In Gen 2 the creation of the
woman takes place in the context
of loneliness. The keynote is struck
in v. 18: “It is not good that the
man should be alone . . .” The
underlying idea of vv. 18-24 is that

One-fleshness is not
an instantaneously
achieved state.
sexuality finds its fundamental
meaning in human sociality. Man
is a social being; sexuality is for
sociality, for relationship, companionship, partnership. In principle
this passage may be seen to affirm
the various mutual social relationships that should take place
between the sexes (as is also true
with the “image of God” passage
in Gen 1), but more specifically
the Genesis account links the concept of sociality to the marriage
relationship. This is apparent from
v. 24: “therefore, a man leaves his
father and his mother and clings to
his wife, and they become one
flesh.” The introductory “therefore” indicates that the relationship of Adam and Eve is upheld as
the pattern for all future human
sexual relationships. Significant
insights into the nature of the
divine ideal for sexual relationships
emerge from this verse.
First, man leaves (Hebrew
‘azav). The Hebrew term means

Sex is good, very good.
“to leave, abandon, forsake,” and is
employed frequently to describe
Israel’s forsaking of Yahweh for
false gods.3 The “leaving” of Gen
2:24 indicates the necessity of
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absolute freedom from outside
interferences that would encroach
upon the independence of the sexual relationship. Just as the protection of boundaries around the relationship was essential in the
Garden, so it is crucial in all succeeding sexual relationships to
form a distinct family unit publicly recognized and respected by
the couple’s families, the community of faith, and the society at
large.
Second, man clings (Hebrew
davaq). The original imagery of
the Hebrew word is that of “clinging, sticking, remaining physically
close, as girdle to loin, as skin to
flesh and flesh to bone.” In the OT
it is often used as a technical
covenant term for the permanent
bond of Israel to the Lord.4 As
applied to the relationship
between the sexes in Gen 2:24, it
clearly indicates a covenant context, i.e., a mutual commitment of
the couple expressed in a formal
marriage covenant, paralleling the
“oath of solidarity” and language
of
“covenant
partnership”
expressed by Adam to Eve. But as
was true with Adam, more is
involved here than a formal
covenant. The word davaq also
emphasizes the inward attitudinal
dimensions of the covenant bond,
a devotion and unshakable faith
between the marriage partners,
mutual steadfast love, goodwill,
fidelity, and commitment to permanence.
Third, man and woman
“become one flesh.” Note that this
“one-flesh” union follows the
“cleaving” and thus comes within
the context of the marriage
covenant. The unitive purpose of
sexuality is to find fulfillment
inside the marital relationship.
The “one-flesh” relationship certainly involves the sexual union,
sexual intercourse. The physical
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act of coitus may even be in view
in this passage as the primary
means of establishing the “innermost mystery”5 of oneness. But
this is by no means all that is
included. The term br “flesh” in
the Old Testament refers not only
to one’s physical body but to a person’s whole existence in the world.
By “one flesh” is thus connoted
mutual dependence and reciprocity in all areas of life, a unity that
embraces the natural lives of two
persons in their entirety. It indicates a oneness and intimacy in the
total relationship of the whole person of the husband to the whole
person of the wife. Gen 2:24c does
not imply that the one-fleshness is
an instantaneously achieved state.
The phrase “they shall be one
flesh” is better rendered “they shall
become one flesh,” implying a
process of growth in intimacy,
unity and fulfillment in all aspects
of their lives.
The Song of Songs reveals most
vividly how paradisiacal sexual
love after the Fall still means this
exclusive, lasting, intimate rela-
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tionship. The relational symphony
of the sexes in the Song of Songs is
a “live performance” of the “score”
set forth in Gen 2:24. As in Gen 2
man “leaves”—he is free from all
outside interferences in the sexual
relationship—so in Canticles the
lovers are unfettered by parental

The sexual relationship
between husband and
wife is inextricably
bound up with the spiritual unity of both man
and woman with their
Creator.
prearrangements. They are in love
for love’s sake alone. They are free
for the spontaneous development
of an intimate friendship. In the
freedom from outside interferences the couple may each find
mutual attraction in the physical
beauty and inward character qualities of the other.

If you enjoy reading this article,
you will take delight in

Richard M. Davidson’s

Flame of Yahweh
A Theology of Sexuality in the Old Testament

An excellent & comprehensive study soon to be
published by Hendrickson Publishers (Peabody, Mass.).

As in the Genesis model, man
and woman are to “cleave” to each
other in a marriage covenant, so
the Song of Songs climaxes in the
wedding ceremony. The symmetrical structure of the unified Song
reveals an intricate design focused
upon a central section which
describes the wedding of Solomon
and his bride. Cant 3:6-11 clearly
portrays the wedding procession of
Solomon “on the day of his wedding” (3:11). What follows in
Cant 4:1-5:1 appears to encompass the wedding ceremony proper. Only here in the Song does
Solomon address the Shulamite as
his “bride” (Kallah, 4:8, 9, 10, 11,
12; 5:1). There is the groom’s
praise of the bride, paralleling the
Arab wasfs
. of modern village weddings in Syria. Following this
come the central two verses of the
entire symmetrical literary structure of the Song (4:16, 5:1), which
seem to be the equivalent to our
modern-day exchange of marriage
vows.6 The groom has compared
his bride to a garden (4:12, 15)
and now the bride invites her
groom to come and partake of the
fruits of her (and now his!) garden
(4:16) and the groom accepts her
invitation (5:1a-d). The marriage
covenant solemnized, the (divine)
approbation is extended as the
bride and groom “drink deeply” in
the consummate experience of sexual union (5:1e).
In Gen 2:24 we saw how the
“cleaving” referred not only to the
formal marriage covenant, but to
the inward attitudinal dimensions
of the covenant bond. So in the
Song there is revealed the fidelity,
loyalty and devotion of the partners, the steadfastness of their love,
and the exclusiveness of their relationship (see esp. Cant 2:16; 6:3;
8:6, 7).
As in Gen 2:24, the “one-flesh”
union follows the “cleaving,” so in
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the Song of Songs sexual intercourse occurs only within the context of the marriage covenant. If
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or manifestation of his creation in
God’s image.” Rather, human procreative ability “is removed from

Shameless sexuality was divinely ordered . . .
one takes seriously the unity of the
Song (“The Song of Songs” 1:1)
and the testimony of the groom
regarding his bride, at the time of
the wedding she is a “garden
locked” (4:12), which most commentators recognize as referring to
virginity. The groom is clearly
announcing at the wedding ceremony that his bride is still a virgin.
In fact, the high point of the ceremony and of the entire Song is
focalized in the invitation and
acceptance on the part of bride
and groom to “become one flesh”
with each other through sexual
intercourse. Sexual union is thereby reserved and preserved for husband and wife after marriage.
Franz Delitzsch, followed
recently by Joseph Dillow and others,7 has argued rather convincingly that the Song of Songs contains
a series of reflections encompassing the historical scope of the relationship between Solomon and the
Shulamite from the first flush of
friendship and love through the
courtship period, reaching its climax on the wedding day and
extending beyond with a depiction
of married life together. Dillow has
shown how this approach may
actually provide in the Song a
“Biblical Guide to Married Love,”
principles pertaining to each stage
of the love relationship.

God’s image and shifted to a special word of blessing.”8 Procreation
is thus shown to be part of the
divine design for human sexuality,
as a special added blessing to be
taken seriously and acted upon
freely and responsibly in the power
that attends God’s blessing. But at
the same time the text makes clear
that sexuality cannot be wholly
subordinated to the intent to
propagate children. Sexual differentiation has meaning apart from
the procreative purpose. The procreative blessing is also pronounced upon the birds and fish
on the fifth day (v. 22), but only
humankind is made in the image
of God. Gen 1 emphasizes that the
sexual distinction in humankind is
created by God particularly for fellowship, for relationship, between
male and female.
The significance of the unitive
purpose of sexuality is highlighted
in Gen 2 by the complete absence
of any reference to the propagation
of children. This omission is not to
deny the importance of procreation (as becomes apparent in later
chapters of Scripture). But by the
“full-stop”9 after “one-flesh” in v.
24 sexuality is given independent
meaning and value. It does not
need to be justified only as a

Sexuality and Procreation
It is clear from Gen 1:28 that
one of the primary purposes of
sexuality is procreation, as indicated in the words “Be fruitful and
multiply.” But what is particularly
noteworthy is that human procreativity “is not seen as an emanation

means to a superior end, i.e., procreation.
This is underscored most conspicuously in the Song of Songs.
The Song contains no reference to
the procreative function of sexuality. As in the Creation account of
Gen 2, the sexual experience with-

in marriage is not linked with the
utilitarian intent to propagate
children. Love-making for the sake
of love, not procreation, is the
message of the Song. This is not to
imply that Canticles is hostile to
the procreative aspect of sexuality:
the lovers allude to the beauty of
their own conception (Cant 3:4;
8:2) and birth (Cant 6:9; 8:5). But
in the Song sexual union is given
value on its own, without need to
justify it as a means to some superior (procreative) end.
The Wholesome Beauty and Joy
of Sexuality
A final insight from Gen 1 into
the theology of human sexuality
emerges from God’s personal
assessment of His creation.
According to v. 31, when “God
saw everything He had made”—
including the sexuality of His
crowning work of creation—
”behold! it was very good.” The
Hebrew expression tov me’od
(“very good”) connotes the quintessence of goodness, wholesomeness, appropriateness, beauty. The
syllogism is straightforward: (1)
sexuality (including the act of sexual intercourse) is part of God’s
creation, part of His crowning act.
(2) God’s creation is very good. (3)
Therefore, declares the first chapter of Genesis, sex is good, very
good. It is not a mistake, a sinful
aberration, a regrettable necessity,
a shameful experience, as it has so
often been regarded in the history

. . . shameful sexuality is the result of sin.
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of Western thought. Rather,
human sexuality is divinely inaugurated: it is part of God’s perfect
design from the beginning and
willed as a fundamental aspect of
human existence.
The narrative of Gen 2 highlights the divine initiative and
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approbation in the relationship of
the sexes. After the formation of
woman, the Lord God “brought
her to the man” (v. 22). The
Creator himself, as it were, celebrated the first marriage. Sexuality
is wholesome because it is inaugurated by God Himself. Since the
inauguration occurs within the
context of a divine-human relationship, sexuality must be seen to
encompass not only horizontal
(human) but also vertical (spiritual) dimensions. According to the
divine design, the sexual relationship between husband and wife is
inextricably bound up with the
spiritual unity of both man and
woman with their Creator.
A final word on God’s Edenic
ideal for sexuality in Gen 2 comes
in v. 25: “And the man and his wife
were both naked, and were not
ashamed.” The Hebrew construction of the last English phrase may
be more accurately translated “they
were not ashamed before one another.” Viewed in contrast with the
“utter [shameful] nakedness”10
mentioned in Gen 3, the intent
here is clear: shameless sexuality
was divinely ordered; shameful sexuality is the result of sin. According
to God’s original design, sexuality
is wholesome, beautiful and good.
The sexual relationship is designed
by God as an experience of love,
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applied to more than the physical
union, so the concept of nakedness
connotes more than physical nudity. As Walter Trobisch states it,
there is implied the ability “to
stand in front of each other,
stripped and undisguised, without
pretensions, without hiding, seeing
the partner as he or she really is,
and showing myself to him or her
as I really am—and still not be
ashamed.”11

Lovers after the fall may
still bask in the beauty
of Paradise.
The wholesome beauty of sexuality between faithful marital partners is assumed throughout the
biblical witness, and is given the
most lavish attention by King
Solomon. In his book of Proverbs,
the wise man is not ashamed to
employ expressions of frank eroticism to describe the divinelydesigned sexual relationship. He
counsels without hesitation (Prov
5:18-19, AB):
“Be grateful for your own fountain,
and have your pleasure with the
wife of your youth;
a lovable doe! A sweet little
mountain goat!
May her breasts always intoxicate you!

Sexuality speaks eloquently—perhaps most eloquently
of all—of God’s love for His creation.
pleasure, celebration, and bonding
between husband and wife, a blessing to be enjoyed without fear,
inhibitions, shame or embarrassment. Sexual intercourse and loveplay are seen as a wholesome,
delightful expression of togetherness that promote an ever-increasing closeness, happiness, and security between spouses.
Just as the “one-flesh” experience

May you ever find rapture in
loving her!”
Physical sensuousness—a husband’s joyous satisfaction [literally
“drenching, saturation”] with his
wife’s breasts, and exhilarating
pleasure—his continuous “intoxification” with her love—such is the
portrait of wholesome, Godordained sexuality.
In the Song of Songs, as in Gen

1, sexuality (along with the rest of
God’s creation) is portrayed as tov
me’od—“very beautiful/good,” to
be celebrated and enjoyed without
fear or embarrassment As in Gen
2, lovers in the Song stand “naked
and . . . not ashamed before each
other.” In Solomon’s Song of Songs
we have returned to Eden. Though
in a sinful world, lovers after the
fall may still bask in the beauty of
Paradise.
Set against a backdrop of a garden where all is sensuously beautiful, the lovers in the Song celebrate
the beauty of married sexual love.
In language that is erotic and sensual and yet in delicate taste, the
lovers extol each other’s beauty. By
means of poetic metaphors, double
entendres that both reveal and conceal, the ecstatic pleasure of sexual
intercourse is described. The very
apex of the book—the exact center
(4:16, 5:1, with 111 poetic lines on
either side)—consists of an invitation and acceptance of the invitation, to consummate marriage
through sexual union.
A whole book taken up with celebrating the wholesome beauty
and enjoyment of human sexual
love! How can the inclusion of
such a book be justified in the
Sacred Canon? No further justification is needed! Those who have
resorted to an allegorical interpretation to legitimize the existence of
Canticles in Scripture have missed
the crucial point—the Song of
Songs in its plain and literal sense
is not just a “secular” love song, but
already fraught with deep spiritual,
theological significance. From the
Old Testament Hebrew perspective
God is not absent from the Song,
nor are His love and concern for
His creatures unmanifested in it.
Rather, they are clearly shown in
the enjoyment and pleasure (given
by God to man in the creation)
which the lovers find in each other
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and in their surroundings.
In harmony with the presentation of creation in Genesis, sexuality in the Song is part of God’s
good creation, and since it is created by God, as a “flame of Yah”
(Cant 8:6), it speaks eloquently—
perhaps most eloquently of all—of
His love for His creation as it is
enjoyed in harmony with the
divine intention. The affirmation
of human sexual love in the Song is
therefore an implicit affirmation of
the Creator of love. In the Song of
Songs we have come to the
supreme OT statement on sexuality, even to—as Rabbi Akiba puts
it—”the Holy of Holies!”12
1
Mosaic legislation specifically forbids
adultery and other extramarital sexual
activity (Exod 20:14,17; 22:16-17; Lev
18:6-18, 20; 20:10-12, 14, 17, 19-21;
Num 5:1-31; Deut 22:22-24; 23:17-18,
30), homosexual activity (Lev 18:22;
20:13; Deut 23:17), bestiality (Exod
22:19; Lev 18:23; 20:15-16; Deut 27:21),
and polygamy (Lev 18:18; Deut 17:17).
For analysis of these and related passages,
see especially Walter Kaiser, Toward Old
Testament Ethics (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1983), pp. 114-118, 181-204.
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Regarding homosexuality, see especially
Ronald M. Springett, Homosexuality in
History and the Scriptures (Washington:
Biblical Research Institute, 1988).
Regarding polygamy, see especially Ron du
Preez, Polygamy in the Bible (Berrien
Springs: Adventist Theological Society,
1993). These same activities (and especially adultery) are condemned in the
Prophets (e.g. Hos 4:2; Jer 5:8; 7:8; 13:27;
29:23; Eze 22:9-11; 33:6).
2
Samuel Terrien, Till the Heart Sings: A
Biblical Theology of Manhood &
Womanhood (Philadelphia: Fortress,
1985), p. 11.
3
See Deut 28:20; Judg 10:13; 2 Chr
34:25; Isa 1:4; and many other passages.
4
See, e.g., Deut 10:20; 11:22; 13:4;
Josh 22:5; 23:8.
5
Otto A. Piper, The Biblical View of Sex
and Marriage (New York: Scribner, 1960),
pp. 52-67, explores the possible dimensions of this “inner mystery.”
6
Franz Delitzsch, Commentary on the
Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes, translated
by M. G. Eaton (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1952), p. 89, argues that
“between iv. 16 and v. 1a the bridal night
intervenes.” This is possible, but the evidence from the text set forth by William
H. Shea, “The Chiastic Structure of the
Song of Songs,” Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 92 (1980), p. 394,
appears to argue more strongly for linking
5:1 with what comes before, all as part of
“the wedding service proper.”

7

Delitzsch, Song of Songs, pp. 10-11,
and passim; Joseph C. Dillow, Solomon on
Sex (New York: Nelson, 1977), passim; cf.
S. Craig Glickman, A Song for Lovers
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity, 1976), passim.
8
Gerhard von Rad, Genesis: A
Commentary, revised edition (London:
SCM, 1972), pp. 60-61.
9
Walter Trobisch, I Married You (New
York: Harper & Row, 1971), p. 20.
10
Gen 2 and 3 utilize two different
Hebrew words for “naked.” In Gen 2:25
the word for “naked” is ‘arom, which elsewhere in Scripture frequently refers to
someone not fully clothed or not clothed
in the normal manner. In Gen 3:7, 10, 11,
the word for “naked” is ‘erom, which elsewhere in Scripture always appears in a context of total (and usually shameful) exposure, describing someone “utterly naked”
or “bare.”
11
Trobisch, pp. 82-83.
12
Mishnah, Yadaim III, 5.

Talmudic Wit on Sex
“When love was strong,
we could lie, as it were, on the edge of a sword;
but later when love is diminished,
a king’s bed is not broad enough” (Sanhedrin, 7a).
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Roots

Sexuality and Shleimut:
Completeness of Life
Reinaldo Siqueira
Professor of Hebrew Scriptures

J

ewish traditional view
on sexuality recognizes,
and often celebrates it, as
a necessary and crucial part of
human life and development. For
Judaism, sex is “not shameful, sinful
or obscene,” neither is it “a necessary
evil for the sole purpose of procreation,”1 but rather, it is part of the
“conscious Divine act of creation
and as such [is] purposeful and positive,” and belongs to the Divine
ideal of Shleimut (“wholeness, completeness, unity and peace”) for
mankind.2 “Sexuality and sexual
expression are integral and positive
elements in the potential wholeness
of human beings” and, as the other
aspect of human life within Jewish
thought, should be sanctified in a
manner that “elicits the intrinsic
holiness within the person and the
relationship.”3
New Testament views on sex and
sexuality are fundamentally rooted
upon the biblical and Jewish perspectives, within the context of the
divine ideal for Shleimut in human
life. This can be perceived, for example, in the words of Paul in 1
Timothy 4:3-5, where he wrote

against the ascetic views of some
Gnostic teachers4 by saying: “They
forbid people to marry and order
them to abstain from certain foods,
which God created to be received
with thanksgiving by those who
believe and who know the truth. For
everything God created is good, and
nothing is to be rejected if it is
received with thanksgiving, because

Jesus treated women
with the same respect
and concern he would
give to men.
it is consecrated by the word of God
and prayer” (NIV). As in traditional
Jewish thought, Paul’s teachings on
sexuality were founded on the theology of Creation. Sexuality and marriage, as well as food, were part of
God’s Creation, coming closely
related in the sequence of the biblical text (Genesis 1:27-29). Paul’s
opinion here followed the biblical
statement found in the Creation
story: “And God saw all that He had
made, and found it very good”

(Genesis 1:31, JPS). Furthermore,
Paul connected these ideas with
“thanksgiving” and “consecration”
by the word of God and prayer. This
particular connection is very Jewish.
God’s ideal in Creation, food,
“thanksgiving” and “consecration”
are at the very heart of the Jewish
wedding ceremony and the partaking of meals, through the recitation
of the b’rachot (“blessings, thanksgiving”) and of the kiddush (“prayer
of consecration”). These recitations
were specially intensive on the occasion of a wedding, since festive meals
would follow the ceremony for an
entire week.
More details on New Testament
teaching on sexuality can be found
in passages like 1 Corinthians 7,
Ephesians 5:22-23, and Matthew
5:22-33. In 1 Corinthians 7, Paul
answers some very practical questions, raised by the believers in
Corinth, on issues in marriage and
sex. The very first instruction in this
chapter, however, seems to be very
un-Jewish. Paul wrote: “Now for the
matters you wrote about: It is good
for a man not to marry” (1
Corinthians 7:1). This opinion
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seems very contradictory to the one
the same Paul wrote in 1 Timothy, as
seen above. It would also go against
the very first mitzvah (“commandment”) of God giving to man—p’ru
ur’vu (“be fruitful and multiply”)—
in Genesis 1:28. Paul seems to go
here against the very cornerstone of
Jewish life, i.e. the family.5 Paul’s
words here, however, should be
understood within their context. He
clearly stated that this is personal
advice, not a commandment (1
Corinthians 7:6-7, 25). In view of
very difficult times they were about
to face with suffering, persecution,
imprisonment and death, he wanted
to spare them from additional suffering, related possibly with the suffering of one’s spouse and children
(verses 26-31). Beyond this dimension of personal advice, however,
what Paul taught in this chapter was
very biblical and Jewish. Instead of
an immoral sexual life, one should
get married, a man should have his
own wife, and a wife her own husband (verse 2). Husband and wife
should fulfill their marital duties to
each other, and should not deprive
each other of his/her rights for a long
period of time (verses 3-5). Paul’s
instructions are very close to the
Talmudic regulations on the matter,
where a husband, for example, is forbidden to take a vow to abstain from
sex for a long period of time, and
could not take a journey for an
extended period of time, for he
would deprive his wife of her rights
of sexual relations. A wife’s right to
sexual relation is known as onah, and
is one of the three basic rights (the
others are food and clothing), which
a husband may not reduce.
Although, in Jewish tradition, sex is
the woman’s right, she does not have
absolute discretion to withhold it
from her husband. She should care
about his needs in a loving and caring way also.6
The main point is that husband
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and wife should care about each
other and concern oneself with the
other’s needs. One should not be
egocentric, in a self-satisfying, selfconcerned attitude. Abuse and violence in sexual or any other aspect of
this relationship is forbidden. Love
and caring respect should be present
in all aspects of a husband-wife relationship. This loving and respectful
attitude, according to the laws of
God, brings marriage and sexuality
to a level of sanctification and holiness, the Jewish ideal of kedusha
(“holiness”), where both spouses
strive continually for a higher level of
moral living in “their unique emotional, sexual and spiritual intimacy.”7 The New Testament follows the
same line of reasoning in Paul’s letter
to the Ephesians, where it is written:

For the New Testament,
equality does not lead to
independence from one
another.
“Wives, submit to your husband as
to the Lord. . . . Husbands, love your
wives, just as the Messiah loved his
Qehilah [in Greek ekklesia “church”]
and gave himself up for her to make
her holy, cleansing her by washing
with water8 through the word, and
to present her to himself, as radiant
Qehilah, without stain or wrinkle or
any blemish, but holy and blameless.
In the same way, husbands ought to
love their wives as their own bodies.
He who loves his wife loves himself.
After all, no one ever hated his own
body, but he feeds and cares for it,
just as the Messiah does the
Qehilah—for we are members of his
body. For this reason a man will
leave his father and mother and be
united to his wife, and the two will
become one flesh” (Ephesians 5:2231).
In biblical, Jewish and New
Testament concepts, the marriage
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relationship should be patterned
after God’s relationship with His
people. Husband and wife should
imitate God’s love and care for His
own (compare the imagery in Hosea
2:14-20 and the book of Song of
Songs). It is a profound and serious
relationship, a b’rit (“covenant”), a
covenant that should reflect God’s
b’rit with His people.9 Seen as a holy
covenant, both spouses should strive
with all their strength to keep themselves faithful to their covenant relationship (compare Malachi 2:1415), for, as said in Malachi 2:16, “I
hate divorce, says the Lord God of
Israel.” It is on these lines of
covenant relationship that New
Testament takes its stand concerning
divorce. Jesus’ teaching on the issue
of divorce was very close to the more
restrictive Jewish view of the
Rabbinic School of Shammai, that
is, divorce was a possibility only in
case of adultery: “It has been said,
‘Anyone who divorces his wife, let
him give her a certificate of divorce.’
But I tell you that anyone who
divorces his wife, except for sexual
unfaithfulness, causes her to become
an adulteress, and anyone who marries the divorced woman commits
adultery” (Matthew 5:31-32). One
should avoid not only adultery but
even lust after someone else
(Matthew 5:27-30); the idea here is
of the covenant relationship where
love and desire should be only for
the covenant partner (cf. the Shema
in Deuteronomy 6—love only the
Lord and follow Him only).
Faithfulness to one’s partner is an
important part of “holiness,” and
God ordains in His Torah: “You
shall be holy, for I, the Lord your
God, am holy” (Leviticus 19:2).
Responsible and serious marriagecovenant relationship brings to the
forefront the biblical concept of
equality between man and woman.
In the biblical account, man and
woman were created in the image of
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God, b’tzelem Elohim (Genesis 1:2627); every person, male or female,
has an inherent dignity, with equal
honor and respect due to his/her
integrity and sexual identity.10 Jesus
followed very strongly this ideal and
treated women with the same respect
and concern he would give to men.
He intentionally broke with his
time’s cultural convention and talked
publicly with a woman (John 4:126), instructed women (Luke 10:39)
and included them among his followers (Luke 8:1-3). He commended them (Mark 12:41-44) and
defended them publicly (Luke 7:3840). He rejected reducing women
only to the reproductive and sexual
roles that many ancient societies had
allocated them, and he summoned
women to the kingdom of God, to
be taught the Word of God and
treated as its agents (Luke 11:27-28).
When Martha implored Jesus that
he should instruct her sister Mary to
leave the circle of disciples and return
to her household duties in order to
help her, he answered: “Martha,
Martha, you are worried and upset
about many things, but only one is
needed. Mary has chosen what is
better, and it will not be taken away
from her” (Luke 10:41). Following
Jesus’ example, the ideal of equality
between genders became very strong
in the early Christian community
and every person was considered of
equal worth before God (see
Galatians 3:26-28).11
This concept of equality does not
mean that physical, psychological
and social differences were blurred.
Man and woman are celebrated each
in their own uniqueness, in the
importance of their roles in society
and in the congregation of faith (cf.
1 Corinthians 7, Ephesians 5:22-33;
Colossians 3:18-19; Titus 2:1-10; 1
Peter 3:1-8). For the New
Testament, equality does not lead to
independence from one another, as it
is usually seen in our world today,
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but rather to mutual dependence:
“In the Lord, however, woman is not
independent of man, nor is man
independent of woman” (1
Corinthians 11:11); “Wives, submit
to your husbands as to the Lord. . . .
Husbands, love your wives, just as
the Messiah loved his Qehilah
[“Church”] and gave himself up for
her. . . . In the same way, husbands
ought to love their wives as their own
bodies” (Ephesians 5:22, 25, 28). In
the area of sexual relationship this is
also truth, for: “The wife’s body does
not belong to her alone but also to
her husband. In the same way, the
husband’s body does not belong to
him alone but also to his wife” (1
Corinthians 7:4). Following the biblical pattern on sexuality, and celebrating man’s and woman’s uniqueness and the all-importance of their
gender, the New Testament positions
itself against immorality and all
kinds of sexual deviations. In
Romans 1:18-32, for example, Paul
dealt with a series of these issues
(homosexuality, lesbianism, bestiality, etc.) according to the biblical and
the traditional Jewish view on them
(cf. Leviticus 18; Wisdom of
Solomon 13:1-9): They were not
accepted and were seen as sin.
Indeed, sexual immorality is listed
among the sins people would cling
to in the last days (Revelation 9:21),
sins that God condemned
(Revelation 21:8; 22:15).12 Man
and woman are called to sanctify
their lives, according to the divine
will revealed in God’s Law:
“Therefore, prepare your minds for
action; be self-controlled; set your
hope fully on the grace to be given
you when Jesus the Messiah is
revealed. As obedient children, do
not conform to the evil desires you
had when you lived in ignorance.
But just as He who called you is
holy, so be holy in all you do; for it is
written: ‘Be holy, for I am holy’” (1
Peter 1:13-16).

1

Richard H. Schwartz, “Judaism 101:
Kosher Sex.” See on the internet:
[http://www.jewfaq.org/sex.htm], May
2002.
2
Central Conference of American
Rabbis, “Ad Hoc Committee on Human
Sexuality: Report to the CCAR
Convention, June, 1998.” See on the internet: [http://www.ccarnet.org/hs.html],
March 2002.
3
Ibid.
4
Gnosticism probably had its origin in
the Far East and flourished in the
Hellenistic world of the first century C.E.
Its central teaching was that spirit is entirely good and matter entirely evil. This
teaching led to some very radical opinions
like: (a) man’s body, which is matter, is evil;
(b) one should therefore strive to escape
from the body through special knowledge
(gnosis, the Greek word for “knowledge”);
(c) since the body was evil, it should be
treated harshly, so asceticism and celibacy
enjoy great favor among many Gnostics.
For a study of Gnosticism see W. S. LaSor
and A. M. Renwick, “Gnosticism,” in The
International Standard Bible Encyclopedia,
ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley et al. (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1982), 2:484-490.
5
See “(5) Mishpacha” in Central
Conference of American Rabbis, “Ad Hoc
Committee on Human Sexuality.”
6
“Judaism 101: Kosher Sex.”
7
“(9) Ahava” and “(10) Kedusha” in
Central Conference of American Rabbis,
“Ad Hoc Committee on Human
Sexuality.”
8
Paul’s phrase “cleansing her by washing
with water” seems to reflect here the Jewish
custom for a bride to enter the mikveh
(“ritual bath”) in order to be purified prior
to the marriage ceremony, which is called
Kiddushin (lit. “consecration,” “being set
apart for God”). See David H. Stern,
Jewish New Testament Commentary
(Clarksville, MD: Jewish New Testament
Publications, 1996), 592.
9
“(7) B’rit” in Central Conference of
American Rabbis, “Ad Hoc Committee on
Human Sexuality.”
10
“(1) B’tzelem Elohim” in ibid.
11
See on this subject B. L. Bandstra and
A. D. Verhey, “Sex; Sexuality,” in The
International Standard Bible Encyclopedia,
ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley et al. (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1982), 4:435-436.
12
Ibid., 437.
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News

From Israel
Amram Elofer
Jerusalem, Israel

Fertility support and Jewish law
With advances in fertility procedures, the need for expert guidance
in the complex and sensitive issues
of, for example, sperm donation
and IVF is growing. The Puah
Institute in Jerusalem is the only
nonclinical organization in the
world that deals with fertility treatments and Jewish law (Halakha).
Eight rabbis provide counseling
for nonreligious, Christian, and
Muslim couples as well as religious
couples who have fertility problems. More than a hundred couples avail themselves each day of
the free service, which is funded
mostly by private donations.
Couples are referred to medical
facilities appropriate to their specific needs. Medical professionals
also consult the institute staff to
improve their services to religious
patients. The work of Puah has
been encouraged by the Israeli
government’s policy of subsidizing
fertility treatment for two successful pregnancies.
Survey of sexual activity
The 2001 Durex Global Sex
Survey published in November
found that the average age for

Israelis’ first sexual encounter is 17.
This is older than in the USA (16
years) and France (16.7). Israelis
also had fewer sexual partners than
in most other countries. Although
only 40% were concerned about
contracting sexually transmitted
diseases, 74% used some kind of
protection. The survey was conducted in 28 countries, with 500
Israelis responding.
Knesset closes loophole in
antipornography law
The Bezeq Law banning sex
channels is to be strengthened.
Cable channels had been exploiting a loophole to give access to a
sex channel through a pay-perview system.
TV advertisements to be restricted
To prevent children being
exposed to violent and sexually
explicit advertisements, the ads are
to be banned from Israeli television
from 2:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. weekdays, and all day on Shabbat and
holidays. Previews of shows aimed
at adults, and promotions that
could encourage crime or the use
of dangerous drugs will also not be
shown during those hours.
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Knesset interest in advancement
of women
The Knesset’s Committee on
the Advancement of Women was
assured of maximum attendance
when the topic for discussion was
the results of a magazine survey on
women’s sex lives. Although it was
acknowledged by the survey’s coordinator that the sample represented only a particular socioeconomic
section of Israeli women, the
1,100 respondents’ answers were
nevertheless interesting. The magazine was congratulated for conducting the survey and so raising
awareness of a previously avoided
subject. The Committee chairman
recommended to the Education
Ministry that sex education be a
required subject instead of optional, and that the Health Ministry
include treatment of women’s sexual problems in the basket of
health services as men’s are.
Dead Sea Scrolls published
After fifty-four years, the publication of 1,500 scrolls and fragments of the 2,000-year old Dead
Sea Scrolls has been completed in
Continued on page 35
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Jewish Thought

The Song of Songs, The
Desert of Love
A. Hadas
I slept but my heart was awake.
Listen! My lover is knocking. . . .
I arose to open for my lover . . .
but my lover had left; he was gone.
My heart sank at his departure.
I looked for him but did not find him.
I called him but he did not answer.
(Song of Songs 5:2, 5, 6, NIV)

T

he Song of Songs
sounds like the
ocean, which gives
and takes, which
comes and goes. Love is like the
wind that blows here and there. No
one knows where it’s headed. There
are in this book two songs. One
which says yes, the other one
which says no. There is no final say.
Words call for more words. What
can we learn from those words? We
think we have understood, then we
realize we have not. We are certain,
then we aren’t so sure anymore. He
loves only her, he goes off to the
gardens (2:2, 16). He knocks, she
hesitates. She gets up, he has left
(5:2-6). They almost meet . . . they
could have met . . . the ways of love

are impenetrable.
What can we learn here of love
between a man and a woman? Of
love between man and his God?
This text can also be read as a song
of love to God. It is read the
evening that opens the Sabbath in
Jewish liturgy. But it is a song that
is heard only within silence.
Silence of the Sabbath where
everything is interrupted, where
God Himself rests. There is a
desert that carves itself into our
actions, in the midst of our works.
The Sabbath—desert where the
ancient love song can be heard.
Desert of love where the vineyards
and lilies grow. Two images of love:
between man and woman,
between man and God.

The Vineyard
My own vineyard I have not kept (1:6).
My own vineyard is mine to give (8:12).

The Song of Songs, it must be
said, is a song about sexuality, per
se, outside any reference to procreation, outside any legal or marital
structure, and especially, outside
any reference to “spirituality.” One
loves with the body and not with
the mind. It is a relation that goes
against the established ways. Love
between a king and a maiden.
Love between a son of Israel and a
woman from a strange land. Does
not the law forbid mixed marriages? A love that is lived in the
dark: Come my lover, let us go to the
countryside, let us spend the night in
the villages (7:11). It is a forbidden
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love. It is a love that may call for
despising. If only you were to me
like a brother . . . then, if I found
you outside, I would kiss you, and no
one woulde despise me (8:1). This
love can only be lived outside the
walls of the city. It is a love outside
any formal contract. It is a love
with no obligations. Everything is
possible. Erotism. One gives without expecting anything in return.
My own vineyard I have not kept
(1:6).

A song about love
with no obligations.
Everything is possible.
Erotism.
Yet, another voice can also be
heard. The beloved speaks this
time to her friends: Daughters of
Jerusalem, I charge you by the
gazelles and by the does of the field:
Do not arouse or awaken love until
it so desires (2:7). Like some
ancient and lost wisdom. These
words can be heard over and over
again in the song, like a refrain.
One gives, but one also withdraws.
Pleasure but also patience.
Togetherness but also distance.
You are a spring enclosed, a
sealed fountain (4:12).
You are a garden fountain, a well
of flowing water (4:15).
Only she who knows herself can
come to know the other. Only he
who has can give. Only she who is
can let the other be. Come away
my lover and be like a gazelle
(8:14).
Love implies giving of oneself
but also withholding of oneself.
Between those who love, there is a
desert. Desert of doubt, of questions, where we do not always
understand the other because of
his difference. But also desert of
respect, where we accept the
other’s distance, the other’s difference. Love is not the quest for
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another self. It does not fill a void.
Love is desire for the other, in his
difference, in his distance. Love is
an exile. It takes us to the
unknown. It changes us. We do
not think the same anymore. We
do not see things the same way
anymore. We are elsewhere.
Yet, the person we love remains
a land that we can never fully
explore. He cannot be conquered.
Between those who love there is a
desert. Who is this coming up from
the desert, leaning on her lover?
(8:5)
But the text also depicts the love
between God and His people.
Illicit love? Indeed, it is in the
desert, outside the walls of the city,
that God calls us. To follow God is
to walk outside of the set ways. It
is to go where no one has yet gone.
Giving and withholding?
Indeed, God speaks but sometimes
He remains silent. In these
moments it is better for us to keep
silent and not give in to despair as
did the Israelites, lost in the desert.
It is the moment of doubt.
Distance of the beloved. Darkness.
Emptiness. We seek and do not
find. Is He still around? Do we still
count for Him?
The Lily
Once, lily among the thorns, we
are now forsaken. Our beloved has
gone to the lilies. He browses
among the lilies.
Like a lily among thorns is my
darling among the maidens (2:2).
My lover has gone down to his
garden . . . to browse in the gardens
and to gather lilies (6:2).
Our beloved is no more ours.
God does not let Himself be
grasped.
“For my thoughts are not your
thoughts, neither are your ways my
ways,” declares the LORD. “As the
heavens are higher than the earth, so
are my ways higher than your ways
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and my thoughts than your thoughts
(Isaiah 55:8, 9).
And yet we trust. My lover is
mine and I am his (Song of Songs
6:3). We have been forsaken, we
doubt, we are anguished. And yet,
there in the darkness, we remember our love.
In our relationship with God
and with the other, there are
moments of silence, of uncertainty. Even when God speaks, we
sometimes do not hear. He who has
an ear, let him hear (Revelation
2:7). Is it His voice? We are never
sure. So God speaks. A lover makes
a move, but the seductive gesture
has not interrupted the decency of
words and attitudes. He withdraws
as lightly as He came. A God
revealed Himself on a mountain,
or in a fiery bush, or was attested
in Books. What if it was just a
storm? And what if the books
came from dreamers? Let us do
away with the illusory call. The
insinuation itself invites us to do
so. We can never be sure. And yet,
we believe. Faith, or love, is loving,
because, but also and especially, in
spite of. In spite of the uncertainties, the problems, in spite of the
desert and the shadow of death we
find there. Only then can our love
become as strong as death (Song of
Songs 8:6). It is love that is able to
emerge from the ashes. It is love
that doubt and problems could
not destroy.
The Sabbath
It is on the Sabbath that we sing
the Song of Songs. It is on this
background of silence, where there
are no works, no deeds, that love is
sung. The Sabbath is this distance
that we take from our work, from
our deeds, from our attempts to
control our destinies. On the
Sabbath, we do not seek anymore
to control, we free ourselves from
our holds on space to submit to
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the escape of time. The Sabbath
celebrates our absence from the
world. The fact that our lives come
from elsewhere. The Sabbath celebrates our creation. On the
Sabbath, we remember that we are
creatures. That life is a gift. That is
not suspended to our efforts, to
our control. Our lives come from
elsewhere. We are from elsewhere.
We are more than builders of
cities. We are also the children of
the desert. A desert where nothing
depends on us. Where everything
is gift.
Why is love sung on that day?
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Because love too is a gift. It is not
suspended to our efforts. We cannot master love.

Faith is loving, because,
but also and especially,
in spite of.
Desert of love. Desert between
those who love. Love implies giving of oneself but also withdrawing
from the other, like the vineyard
that is kept for the chosen. Love is
this separation between the lover
and the beloved. Desert. Quest.

But also respect of the other in his
irrecuperable distance.
Desert between God and His
people. Desert between a God
who, like the beloved, cannot be
possessed, and a people who in
silence of the desert keep the sacred
flame alive. In the desert. nothing
is in our hands. Everything is gift.
Like life. Like love. Like a melody,
love is sung—like a melody that
cannot be grasped, nor possessed,
except in the heart of the lover.

Now Available!
“Israel and the Church is required reading, a must,
for Christians and Jews involved in the dialogue, for
beginners as well as seminary students.”
Rabbi Leon Klenicki
Director Emeritus, Department of Interfaith Affairs,
Anti-Defamation League

“An insightful, probing, and candidly refreshing work . . .
a necessary read.”
Dr. Marvin R. Wilson
Professor of Biblical Studies, Gordon College

“Doukhan not only distills a generation of scholarship to
provide the reader with the best short introduction to
Jewish-Christian relations available today, but also provides numerous quite challenging new perspectives that
will make it fascinating for veterans of the dialogue as
well as beginners. An instant classic.”
Dr. Eugene J. Fisher
Associate Director, Secretariat for Ecumenical and
Interreligious Affairs, U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops

Hendrickson Publishers, $19.95 • For information or credit card orders call 1-800-385-2001 (Andrews University Bookstore)
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Recent Books

Kosher Adultery
Shmuley Boteach
Adams Media Corporation,
2002
361 pp., $23.95

The subtitle “Seduce and
Sin with Your Spouse” says it
all. Boteach asserts that
“love and lust are truly
obtainable in marriage today
and that sinfulness may be
brought into a legitimate
union” (p. 4) so that no one actually is unfaithful. In
the four parts of the book, Boteach passionately
argues his case. In Part 1 he elaborates on trust,
loverhood, and curiosity in marriage. In Part 2 he
outlines the dynamics of infidelity. The heart of
Kosher Adultery is certainly Part 3. Here Boteach
puts forth and illustrates ten commandments on
how to create erotic desire among spouses by incorporating dynamics of adultery into marriage life. In
the final Part 4 he again challenges the readers to
revolutionize their marriages. Whether Boteach is
convincing is up to the reader to decide. In any case,
prepare for stimulating, yet without doubt highly
controversial, reading.

Sex in the Texts
Paul Yedwab
UAHC Press, 2001
112 pp., $12.00

Rabbi Paul Yedwab introduces in an innovative way
teenagers and adults to what
Jewish texts have to say about
sexual issues. He draws from
the entire Jewish tradition
and presents selective texts
from the Torah, the midrash,
the Talmud, the commentaries, and the responsa literature, often using texts less frequently read in the
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classroom or heard in the pulpit. Yedwab’s focus is on
the texts themselves. Each text is given in its original
Hebrew with an English translation before Yedwab
adds brief comments and questions that will certainly
stimulate discussion. Yedwab understands to present
the astonishing breadth of the Jewish tradition in its
perceptions on every aspect of our sexual lives. Topics
covered include sexuality, love, dating, marriage, sexual pleasure, sexism in the texts, adultery, abortion, and
rape. In exploring Jewish texts with the reader, Yedwab
has created a study guide through the ethics of sexuality that will be helpful for teachers as well as for students of the Jewish attitude towards sexuality.

Taboo or not Taboo:
Sexuality and Family in
the Hebrew Bible
Ilona N. Rashkow
Fortress Press, 2000
195 pp., $22.00

In this thought-provoking
book, Rashkow reads the Bible
and psychoanalytic theory concurrently. She explores the positive and negative aspects of family life in ancient Israel’s stories,
examining the relationships between husbands and
wives, parents and children, and siblings. Among other
narratives, Rashkow throws light on the stories of
Adam and Eve, Noah and Ham, Lot and his daughters,
sibling rivalry (Jacob and Esau), and brother-sister relationship (Dinah and her brothers, Cain and Abel), and
analyzes a variety of conflicts that emerged, like hatred,
incest, adultery, prostitution, homosexuality, rape,
abuse, and murder. Though Rashkow uses a literary
theory of reading deeply influenced by psychoanalytic
theory, her book is nevertheless readily accessible to all
interested readers since she attempts to avoid technical
language. If you like original and ingenious thinking
you will love this book.
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The Ethics of Sex
Mark D. Jordan
Blackwell Publishers, 2002
198 pp., $24.95

In The Ethics of Sex Jordan
introduces the main topics of
Christian sexual ethics by
engaging a variety of particular texts of the Christian Bible
and of the history of Christian
theological thinking, in particular early and medieval
texts. Jordan arranges his discussion in three parts.
First, he covers problems in principles of ethics.
Next, several chapters deal with the difficulties in the
history of Christian ethics that center around three
topics central to sexual morality: (1) virginity and
celibacy, (2) marriage, divorce, adultery, and remarriage, and (3) the so-called crimes against nature or
unnatural acts. Finally, Jordan proposes some reformulations of Christian speech about sexuality which
he summarizes under the appropriate title “redeeming pleasure.” The major thrust of Jordan’s analysis is
best summarized on the back cover: “The discussion
throughout the volume shows the distinctive power
of Christian rhetoric to create, develop, and impose
moral identities for which sex is central.” The impor-

tant challenge of The Ethics of Sex is to rethink how we
today speak theologically about sex.

Theology and Sexuality
Eugene F. Rogers, Jr., Editor
Blackwell Publishers, 2002
422 pp., $29.95

In this anthology of essays
Rogers carefully selected liturgical and classical theological
resources as well as contemporary essays, both centering on
discussions about theology and
sexuality. Classical resources
include the Bible, the liturgy,
Augustine, Chrysostom, and never-before-translated
selections from Aquinas and Karl Barth.
Contemporary contributors include Marilyn Adams,
Stanley Hauerwas, Mark Jordan, Andrew Sullivan, and
Rowan Williams. Rogers furnishes this Reader with an
introductory essay that provides an overview of the theology and sexuality debate. He also introduces each
essay briefly, summarizing the main points and setting
it in context. Specifically noteworthy is that Theology
and Sexuality features the voices of theologians and
ethicists from both sides of the debate.

From Israel
Continued from page 31
37 volumes. The documents date
from 250 B.C.E. to 70 C.E. and
provide an insight into the transformation of Judaism to a rabbinical-led religion as well as the origins of Christianity.
Mediaeval moat uncovered in
Jerusalem
Infrastructure work on the
sewage line near the entrance to
the Rockefeller Museum east of
the Damascus Gate has uncovered
a moat dating back to the Middle
Ages. The moat served as a defense
around the most vulnerable,

northern part of the city walls. The
moat is 10 meters wide, 8 meters
deep, and lies six meters below the
present street level.
Treasure trove uncovered
A casual stroll behind a grader
leveling the beach at Caesarea led
to the discovery of a hoard of 79
gold coins dating from 1086. The
coins had been in soil removed
from the Crusader section of the
city forty years ago which had been
dumped on the beach and lain
undisturbed since then. The coins
were identified as having been

minted in Cairo, Alexandria,
Palestine, Acre, Tripoli, and Tyre
during the Caliphates of Hakim
and Mustansir. It seems that the
coins had been hidden just before
the Crusaders came in 1095 in a
Chinese porcelain pot found in
pieces next to some of the coins.
Unfortunately the coins were not
found in situ so more could have
been learned about them.
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